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Summary

The last ten years have seen a marked increase of interest in inter-agent

decision making on the basis of argument and negotiation. This has led to

\Computational Dialectics"|an area of AI which investigates

computational models of the processes by which groups of natural or

arti�cial agents construct judgement, agreement, or other forms of social

choice. Special emphasis lies on methods for recognizing or achieving an

outcome in a fair and e�ective way or to persuade other computational

agents to behave in a manner that we want.

High-level protocols for multi-agent rational decision making are expected

to become signi�cant conditions for computational cooperation in the 21st

century, and it is crucial that both academics and industrialists within

Europe have access to a forum at which current research and application

issues are presented and discussed. The aim of this workshop is to

encourage and support activity in the research and development of

multi-agent rational decision making, in both academia and industry.

The proposed workshop will discuss inter-agent argumentation and

negotiation protocols as well as approaches that model group decision

making processes.

This workshop is the third of its kind, the �rst one organised at AAAI'94 in

Seattle, and the second one at FAPR'96 in Bonn.
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Abstract.

The problem of merging multiple sources of information is central in many information processing

areas such as databases integrating problems, multiple criteria decision making, etc. Recently several

approaches have been proposed to merge classical propositional bases. These approaches are in

general semantically defined. They use priorities, generally based on Dalal's distance for merging

classical conflicting bases and return a new classical base as a result. In this paper, we present an

argumentation framework for solving conflicts which could be applied to conflicts arising between

agents in a multi-agent system. We suppose that each agent is represented by a consistent knowledge

base and that the different agents are conflicting. We show that by selecting an appropriate preference

relation between arguments, that framework can be used for merging conflicting bases and recovers

the results of the different approaches proposed for merging bases [6], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15].

1. Introduction

In many areas such as cooperative information systems, multi-databases, multi-agents

reasoning systems, GroupWare, distributed expert systems and so on, the information comes

from multiple  sources. In these areas, information from different sources is often

contradictory. For example, in a distributed medical expert system, different experts often

disagree on the diagnoses of patients' diseases. In a multi-database system two component

databases may record the same data item but give it different values because of incomplete

updates, system error, or valid differences in underlying semantics. Some researchers claim

that, on an abstract level, the above problem can be subsumed under the general problem of

merging multiple bases that may contradict each other. Several different approaches have

been proposed for that purpose [6], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. Starting from different bases (Σ1,

…,Σn) which are conflicting, these works return a unique consistent base. However, in the



case of multi-agent reasoning systems where each agent is supposed to have its own

knowledge base, merging the bases looks debatable, since the goal of retaining all available

information is quite legitimate in that case. As a result, other authors have considered

reasoning with such bases without merging them. Argumentation is one of the most

promising approaches developed for that purpose. Argumentation is based on the

construction of arguments and counter-arguments (defeaters) and the selection of the most

acceptable of these arguments. Inspired by the work presented in [1], we present a

preference-based argumentation framework for reasoning with conflicting knowledge bases

where each base could be part of a separate agent. This framework uses preference relations

between arguments in order to determine the acceptable ones. We show that by selecting an

appropriate preference relation between arguments, the preference-based argumentation

framework can be used to merging conflicting bases in the sense that it recovers the results of

fusion operators defined in [6], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. Thus the approach could be used by

an agent, engaged in the kind of dialogue we have described in [2], as a means of handling

conflicts between different agents’ views of the world.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the preference-based argumentation

framework developed. In section 3 we show that the new framework recovers the results of

other approaches to fusion namely those proposed in [12], [13], and in section 4 we briefly

discuss how this work ties in with our work on multi-agent dialogues. Section 5 is devoted to

some concluding remarks and perspectives.

2. Basic definitions

Let's consider a propositional language L over a finite alphabet P of atoms. Ω denotes the set

of all the interpretations. Logical equivalence is denoted by ≡ and classical disjunction and

conjunction are respectively denoted by ∨, ∧. Let ϕ be a formula of L, [ϕ] denotes the set of

all models of ϕ. A literal is an atom or a negation of an atom. Σi represents a classical

propositional base. Let E = {Σ1, …, Σn} (n ≥ 1) be a multi-set of n consistent propositional

bases. We denote by Σ the set Σ1 ∪ … ∪ Σn for short (Σ = Σ1 ∪ … ∪ Σn). Note that Σ may be

inconsistent.

Definition 1. An argumentation framework (AF) is a triplet <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref>. A(Σ) is

the set of all the arguments constructed from Σ, Undercut is a binary relation representing

defeat relationship between arguments. Pref is a (partial or complete) preordering on

A(Σ)×A(Σ). >>Pref denotes the strict ordering associated with Pref.

Several definitions of argument and the notion of defeat exist. For our purpose, we will use

the definitions proposed in [10].



Definition 2. An argument of A(Σ) is a pair (H, h), where h is a formula of the language L

and H a subbase of Σ satisfying: i) H is consistent, ii) H |- h, iii) H is minimal (no strict subset

of H satisfies i and ii). H is called the support and h the conclusion of the argument.

Definition 3. Let (H, h) and (H', h') be two arguments of A(Σ). (H, h) undercuts (H', h') iff for

some k ∈ H', h ≡ ¬k. An argument is undercut if there exists an argument against one

element of its support.

Different preference relations between arguments may be defined. These preference relations

are induced by a preference relation defined on the supports of arguments. The preference

relation on the supports may be is itself defined from a (total or partial) preordering on the

knowledge base. So, for two arguments (H, h), (H', h'), (H, h) is preferred to (H', h') (denoted

by (H, h) >>Pref (H', h')) iff H is preferred to H' w.r.t Pref. In the next section, we will show

some examples of the origin of a preordering on the base.

An example of a preference relation is the one based on the elitism principle (ELI-

preference [7]). Let ≥ be a total preordering on a knowledge base K and > be the associated

strict ordering. In that case, the knowledge base Κ is supposed to be stratified into (K1, …,

Kn) such that Κ1 is the set of ≥-maximal elements in K and Ki+1 the set of ≥-maximal

elements in K \ (K1 ∪ …∪ Ki).

Let H and H' be two subbases of K. H is preferred to H' according to ELI-preference iff

∀k ∈ H\H', ∃k' ∈ H' \ H such that k > k'.

Let (H1, h1), (H2, h2) be two arguments of A. (H1, h1) >>ELI (H2, h2) iff H1 is preferred to

H2 according to ELI-preference.

Example 1. K = K1 ∪ K2 ∪ K3 such that K1 = {a, ¬a}, K2 = {a →b}, K3 =  {¬b} and a, ¬a >

a →b > ¬b. ({a, a →b}, b) >>ELI ({¬b}, ¬b).

Using the defeat and the preference relations between arguments, the acceptable arguments

among the elements of A(Σ) may be defined. Inspired by the work of Dung [9], in [1] several

definitions of the notion of acceptability have been proposed and the acceptable arguments

are gathered in a so-called extension. For our purpose, we are interested by the extension

satisfying a stability and the following coherence requirements:

Definition 4. A set S ⊆ A(Σ) of arguments is conflict-free iff there doesn't exist a set A, B ∈

A such that A undercuts B and not(B >>Pref A).

Definition 5. Let <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref> be an AF. A conflict-free set of arguments S is a

stable extension iff S is a fixed point of a function G defined as:

G : 2A × 2A



     S → G(S) = {A ∈ A(Σ) | there does not exist B ∈ S such that B undercuts A and not (A

>>Pref B)}

From the set of arguments A(Σ), it can be the case that several stable extensions can be

found: Π = {S1, …, Sn}. These extensions represent the different sets of acceptable

arguments. They include all the arguments defending themselves against any undercutting

argument and those defended. These notions of defense have been defined in [1] as follows:

An argument A is defended by a set S of arguments (or S defends A) iff ∀ B ∈ A, if B

undercuts A and not(A >>Pref B) then ∃ C ∈ S such that C undercuts B and not(B >>Pref C). If

B undercuts A and A >>Pref B then we say that A defends itself against B. C Pref denotes the set

of all the arguments defending themselves against their defeaters. All the proofs of the results

presented in this paper can be found in [3].

Property 1. Let <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref> be an AF. For any stable extension SI ∈ Π, the

following inclusion holds: S = C Pref  ∪ [∪Fi≥1(C Pref)] ⊆ S. Let T ⊆ A(Σ), F(T) = {A ∈ A(Σ) |

A is defended by T}.

This means that each stable extension contains the arguments which are not undercut, the

arguments which can defend themselves against the undercutting arguments, and also the

arguments defended by that extension.

Property 2. Let Σ ≠ ∅ and <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref> be an AF. The set Π is not empty

(Π ≠ ∅). This means that each argumentation framework has at least one stable extension.

Property 3. Let <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref> be an AF. S = ∩SI , i = 1, n. This means that each

argument which is in one extension and not in another does not defend itself and it is not

defended.

Acceptable arguments are defined in order to define the acceptable conclusions of an

inconsistent knowledge base. So from the notion of acceptability, we define the following

consequence relations.

Definition 5. Let <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref> be an AF. Let ϕ be a formula of the language L.

• ϕ is a plausible consequence of Σ iff there exists H ⊆ Σ such that (H, ϕ) ∈ A(Σ).

• ϕ is a probable consequence of Σ iff there exists a stable extension Si and ∃ (H, ϕ) ∈

A(Σ) such that (H, ϕ) ∈ Si.

• ϕ is a certain consequence of Σ iff ∃ (H, ϕ) ∈ A(Σ) such that (H, ϕ) ∈ S.

The terms “plausible”, “probable” and “certain” are taken from [10]. Let’s denote by Cpl, Cpr,

Cce respectively, the set of all plausible consequences, all probable consequences and all

certain consequences. The following inclusions hold.



Property 3. Let <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref> be an AF. Cce  ⊆ Cpr ⊆ Cpl.

Note that when the different bases are not conflicting, the relation Undercut is empty.

Formally:

Property 4. Let Σ be a consistent base and <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref> be an AF.

• Undercut = ∅.

• There exists a unique stable extensions S = A(Σ) = the set of arguments which are not

undercut.

• Cce  = Cpr = Cpl = Th(Σ) (Th(Σ) denotes the deductive closure of Σ)

Example 2. Let's consider three bases Σ1 = {a}, Σ2 = {a→b}, Σ3 = {¬b}. We suppose that Σ1 is more

reliable than Σ2 and Σ2 is more reliable than Σ3. Then a > a→b > ¬b. In the framework <A(Σ),

Undercut, ELI>, the set A(Σ) is {A, B, C, D, F} such that A = ({a}, a), B = ({a→b}, a→b), C =

({¬b}, ¬b), D = ({a, a→b}, b), E = ({¬b, a→b}, ¬a) and F = ({a, ¬b},¬ (a→b)). According to ELI-

preference, A >>ELI E, D >>ELI C, E, F and B >>ELI F. A, B and D are preferred to their defeaters, so

A, B, D ∈ S. In this example, there is a unique stable extension which is S.

3. Connection with works on merging conflicting bases

Recently, several approaches have been proposed to merge classical propositional bases.

These approaches can be divided into two categories; those approaches in which (explicit or

implicit) priorities are used, and those in which priorities are not used. These approaches

define a merging operator Λ which is a function associating to a set E = {Σ1, …, Σn} a

consistent classical propositional base, denoted by Λ(E).

Let B be a subset of A(Σ), Supp(B) is a function which returns the union of the supports of all

the elements of B. Let T be subset of Σ, Arg(T) is a function which returns the arguments

having their support in T.

Case 1. Non use of priorities.

There are two straightforward ways for defining Λ(E) depending on whether the bases are

conflicting or not, namely:

• Classical conjunctive merging: Λ(E) = ∧Σ i i = 1, n. In this case, Λ(E) = Σ.

• Classical disjunctive merging: Λ(E) = ∨Σ i i = 1, n. If we have two bases Σ1 = {a} and

Σ2 = {¬a}, the result of merging is Λ(E) = {a ∨ ¬a} a tautology, which does supports

neither a nor ¬a. Let's see what is the result provided by the argumentation framework.

We consider then the base Σ = {a, ¬a}. A(Σ) = {({a}, a), ({¬a}, ¬a)}. Since no

preferences are used in this approach, the preference relation between arguments Pref is

empty. Two stable extensions are computed: S1 = {({a}, a)} and S2 = {({¬a}, ¬a)},

consequently, a and ¬a are two probable consequences of the base Σ.



Other approaches, developed in [14], consist of computing the maximal (for set inclusion)

consistent subsets of the union of the knowledge bases and then take as the result the

intersection of the deductive closure of these subsets. The result of that merging operator is

captured by our argumentation framework. Since no preferences exist, the relation Pref is

empty (Pref = ∅). In this particular case, the set S contains the arguments which are not

undercut. Let's denote by T = {T1, …,Tn} the set of maximal consistent subsets of Σ. In that

case, the following result has been proved in [5].

Proposition 1. Let <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref = ∅> be an AF. Π = {S1, …, Sn} is the set of the

corresponding stable extensions.

• ∀ Si ∈ Π, Supp(Si) ∈ T.

• ∀ Ti ∈ T, Arg(Ti) ∈ Π.

• ∀ SI ∈ Π, Supp(SI) is consistent.

As a direct consequence of this result we have:

Proposition 2. Let <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref> be an AF. Λ(E) = Cce.

In other words, the result of merging the knowledge-bases is the set of certain consequences.

The above results show that the approach developed in [14] is captured by our preference-

based argumentation framework.

Example 3. Let's extend the above example to three bases Σ1 = {a}, Σ2 =  {¬a}, Σ3 = {a}. There are

two maximal (for set-inclusion) subsets of Σ1 ∪ Σ2 ∪ Σ3,  T1 = {a} and T2 =  {¬a}. The result of

merging these three bases is the empty set since the intersection between T1 and T2 is empty. In the

argumentation framework, a and ¬a are two probable consequences, but there are no certain

consequences.

Case 2. Use of priorities.

Two kinds of approach which use priorities can be distinguished depending on whether they

use implicit or explicit priorities. In [6] for example, the different bases are supposed

weighted, the base having a higher weight is more reliable than the others. In presence of

such weights, the maximal consistent subsets are computed by taking as many sentences as

possible from the knowledge bases of higher weights (or priorities). In this case, the result

Λ(E) is also captured by the argumentation framework presented in section 2, provided that

we choose an appropriate preference relation between arguments and strengthen the

definition of “conflict-free”. The most appropriate relation is the one based on certainty level

and defined in [4] in a possibilistic context. In that case, a knowledge base E is supposed to

be stratified in E1, …, En such that the beliefs in Ei have the same certainty level and are more

certain than the elements in Ej where i < j. (This notion of  “certainty” corresponds to the



degree of  belief that an agent has in given propositions, and can be combined with a notion

of its belief in other agents when that proposition is from another agent’s knowledge base.)

For our purpose, we suppose that Σ = Σ'1 ∪ … ∪ Σ 'k such that Σ'i is the union of the bases

having the same weight. Σ '1 is the union of the bases having the highest weight and Σ 'k is the

union of the bases having the smallest weight.

Definition 6. The weight of a non-empty subset H of Σ is the highest number of a layer (i.e.

the lower layer) met by H, so weight(H) = max {j | 1= j = k and Hj ? ∅}, where Hi denotes

H ∩ Σ'i.

Definition 7. Let H, H' be two subsets of Σ. H is preferred to H' (denoted H Pref1 H') iff

weight(H) < weight(H'). Consequently, (H, h) is preferred to (H', h'), (denoted (H, h) >>Pref1

(H', h')), iff H Pref1 H'.

The new definition of conflict-free is the following one:

Definition 8. A set S ⊆ A(Σ) of arguments is conflict-free iff there does not exist a set A, B ∈

A such that A undercuts B.

Let's denote by T = {T1, …,Tn} the set of maximal consistent subsets of Σ. As in the case

without preferences, these subsets can be computed from the stable extensions of the

framework <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref1>.

Proposition 3. Let <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref1> be an AF. Π = {S1, …, Sn} is the set of the

corresponding stable extensions.

• ∀ Si ∈ Π, Supp(Si) ∈ T.

• ∀ Ti ∈ T, Arg(Ti) ∈ Π.

• ∀ SI ∈ Π, Supp(SI) is consistent.

Proposition 4. Let <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref1> be an AF. Λ(E) = Cce.

Propositions 3 and 4 show that the approach developed in [6] is captured by our preference-

based argumentation framework as well.

Some recent approaches are proposed for merging conflicting knowledge bases using

implicit priorities. These priorities are extracted from the different interpretations. The three

basic steps followed in [11], [12], [13], [15] for the semantic of a merging operator Λ are:

a) Rank-order the set of interpretations Ω w.r.t each propositional base Σ i by computing a

local distance, denoted d(ω, Σ i), between ω and each Σi. The local distance is based on

Dalal's distance [8]. The distance between an interpretation ω and a propositional base Σ i

is the number of atoms on which this interpretation differs from some model of the



propositional base. Formally, d(ω, Σ i) = min dist(ω,ω'), ω' ∈ [Σ i] where dist(ω,ω') is the

number of atoms whose valuations differ in the two interpretations.

b) Rank-order the set of interpretations Ω w.r.t all the propositional bases. This leads to the

overall distance denoted d(ω, E). This later, computed from local distances d(ω, Σ i),

defines an ordering relation between the interpretations defined as follows: ω ≤ ω' iff

d(ω, E) ≤ d(ω', E).

c) Λ(E) is defined by being such that its models are minimal with respect to ≤, namely:

[Λ(E)] = min(Ω, ≤).

Example 3. (continued) Let's consider the three following bases Σ1 = {a}, Σ2 = {¬a}, Σ3 = {a}. There

exist two interpretations ω0 = {a} and ω1 = {¬a}.

• d(ω0, Σ1) = d(ω0, Σ3) = 0, d(ω0, Σ2) = 1.

• d(ω1, Σ1) = d(ω1, Σ3) = 1, d(ω1, Σ2) = 0.

Once d(ω, Σ i) is defined for each knowledge base Σ i, several methods have been proposed in

order to aggregate the local distances d(ω, Σ i) according to whether the bases have the same

weight or not. In particular the following operators have been proposed respectively in [12]

and [13]: d(ω, E) = ∑
=

Σω
n

1i

i),d(  and d(ω, E) = ∑
=

α×Σω
n

1i

ii),d(  where αi is the weight

associated with the base Σi. We denote by Λ1 the first operator and by Λ2 the second one.

Example 3. (continued) Let's consider the three following bases Σ1 = {a}, Σ2 =  {¬a}, Σ3 = {a}.

According to the first operator Λ1, d(ω0, E) = 1 and d(ω1, E) = 2. Then the generated base has ω0 as

an interpretation.

Let's suppose now that Σ2 is more reliable than the two others and it has a weight 3. Σ1, Σ3 have weight

1. Using the operator Λ2, d(ω0, E) = d(ω0, Σ1) × 1 + d(ω0, Σ2) × 3 + d(ω0, Σ3) × 1 = 3 and d(ω1, E) =

2. Then the generated base has ω1 as an interpretation.

To capture the results of these two merging operators, we consider the new definition of

conflict-free (given in definition 8) and we define two new preference relations between

arguments Pref2 and Pref3. These relations are based on Dalal's distance. The basic idea is to

associate to the support of each argument a weight. This last corresponds to the minimal

distance between the support and the different bases. The distance between a support H and a

base Σi is computed as follows: dist(H, Σ i) = min dist(ω, ω'), ω ∈ [H] and ω ∈ [Σi].

Example 2. (continued) Σ1 = {a}, Σ2 = {a→b}, Σ3 = {¬b} are three bases. H = {a, a→b}, H' = {¬b}

are two subsets of Σ. dist(H, Σ1) = dist(H, Σ2) = 0, dist(H, Σ3) = 1, dist(H', Σ1) = 0, dist(H', Σ2) = 0,

dist(H, Σ3) = 0.



To capture the results of the merging operator Λ1, the weight of a support is defined as

follows:

Definition 9. Let H be a subset of Σ. Weight(H) = ∑
=

Σ
n

1i

),H(dist i .

Pursuing definition 7, a subset H of Σ is preferred to another subset H' (denoted H Pref2 H')

iff weight(H) < weight(H'). Consequently, (H, h) is preferred to (H', h'), (denoted (H, h)

>>Pref2 (H', h')), iff H Pref2 H'.

Example 2. (continued) H = {a, a→b}, H' = {¬b} are two subsets of Σ. Weight(H) = 1 and weight(H')

= 0, then H' is preferred to H. Consequently, ({¬b},¬b) >>Pref2 ({a, a→b}, b).

Proposition 5. Let S1, …, Sn be the stable extensions of the framework <A(Σ), Undercut,

Pref2>.

• S is not necessarily included in each Si.

• ∀ Si, Supp(Si) is consistent.

• [Supp(S1)], …, [Supp(Sn)] are the models obtained by the merging operator Λ1.

Example 2. (continued) Σ1 = {a}, Σ2 = {a→b}, Σ3 = {¬b}. P = {a, b}, so the possible models are: ω0

= {a, b}, ω1 = {a, ¬b}, ω2 = {¬a, b} and ω3 = {¬a, ¬b}.

d(ω0, E) = d(ω1, E) = d(ω3, E) = 1 and d(ω2, E) = 2, then the result of merging is the three models ω0,

ω1, ω3. Let's consider now the framework <A(Σ), Undercut, Pref2> where A(Σ) = {A = ({a}, a), B =

({a→b}, a→b), C = ({¬b}, ¬b), D = ({a, a→b}, b), E = ({¬b, a→b}, ¬a), F = ({a, ¬b},¬ (a→b))}.

weight({a}) = weight({a→b}) = weight({¬b}) = 0 and weight({a, a→b}) = weight({¬b, a→b}) =

weight({a, ¬b}) = 1. The conflicts (in the sense of the relation "undercut") are represented by the

figure below:

Three stable extensions can be computed: S1 = {B, C, E}, S2 = {A, B, D}, S3 = {A, C, F}. [Supp(S1)] =

[{¬b, a→b}] = {¬a, ¬b} = ω3, [Supp(S2)] = [{a, a→b}] = {a, b} = ω0, [Supp(S3)] = [{a, ¬b}] = {a,

¬b} = ω1.

To capture the results of the merging operator Λ2, we suppose that each base Σi is equipped

with a weight (priority) αi. The definition of a support weight is:

Definition 10. Let H be a subset of Σ. Weight(H) = ∑
=

α×Σ
n

1i

ii),H(dist .

D

E

C

B

F

A



This new definition of weight leads to a new preference relation denoted by Pref3.

Proposition 6. Let S1, …, Sn be the stable extensions of the framework <A(Σ), Undercut,

Pref3>.

• ∀ Si, Supp(Si) is consistent.

• [Supp(S1)], …, [Supp(Sn)] are the models obtained by the merging operator Λ2.

Propositions 5 and 6 show that the approach developed in [11], [12], [13], [15] is captured by

our preference-based argumentation framework too.

Overall, then, we can conclude that the approach outlined in this paper can capture a wide

range of different approaches to merging information from inconsistent knowledge-bases.

4. Conflicts in multi-agent dialogues

Previous work on merging conflicting knowledge bases has been largely from the perspective

of knowledge fusion. The idea is that there are a number of different repositories of

information about the world which need to be merged in order to discover the true picture.

From this perspective, it makes perfect sense to think of taking the separate knowledge bases

and building one large coherent knowledge base from them. We, however, have a rather

different view. Our work concentrates on dialogue in multi-agent systems. Individual agents

have access to private knowledge bases that they use as a basis for constructing arguments

justifying requests that they make to one another [2]. Here, too, we have conflict, when

agents disagree about the truth of propositions, but it is just not practical for the agents to

pool their knowledge in order to resolve them. They will not want to share all of their

knowledge, and, even if they did, the overheads in establishing a coherent knowledge base

would be too high. Instead, what the agents require is a mechanism for resolving, on an “as

required” basis, the conflicts that arise between the arguments that they make in a way which

corresponds to the sound principles for merging information that have previously been

proposed. Such a mechanism is what we have discussed in this paper. As a result, we know

that if we adopt the mechanisms suggested here as part of our approach to inter-agent

dialogue [2] (and doing this is simple since we already make use of the underlying

argumentation framework), we have the choice of a range of conflict resolution mechanisms

each of which relates exactly to one of the options argued for elsewhere in the literature. So,

the work discussed in this paper allows us to resolve conflicts in multi-agent dialogues.

5. Conclusions and future work

The work reported here concerns reasoning with conflicting knowledge-bases, that is

knowledge bases which are mutually inconsistent in a classical sense. Our first main



contribution is to propose a preference-based argumentation framework which resolves the

conflicts. This approach is different from the ones existing in the literature. The existing

approaches consist of first merging the various knowledge bases to obtain a unique one and

then draw conslusions from the new base. In contrast, our approach allows arguments to be

built from separate knowledge bases, and the arguments to then be merged. This method of

obatining conclusions is much more practical in the context of multi-agent systems. The

second contribution of this paper is to show that the preference-based argumentation

framework we introduce is general enough to capture the results of some of the merging

operators which have been developed. To cover the works proposed in [12] and [13], we

have proposed two new preference relations between the arguments, relations which are

based on Dalal's distance. Thus we can obtain all the advantages of the approaches for

merging conflicting information, we can draw the same conclusions, but without having to

actually construct the merged knowledge base.

An extension of this work would be the study of the properties of the new preference

relations. Another immediate extension would be to consider several inconsistent knowledge

bases instead of consistent ones, thus we can develop a distributed argumentation framework.

This looks likely to be very useful in multi-agent systems where each agent is supposed to

have its own (consistent / inconsistent) knowledge base.
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Abstract

The aim of this article is to propose a preference-based framework for reasoning

from inconsistent beliefs considered from multiple contexts. Our proposal is to take

into account several preference relations between beliefs. Each preference relation

is issued from a particular context. We consider also an ordering over the di�er-

ent contexts in order to solve the problem of possible con�icts between preferences.

These di�erent relations enable us to de�ne the set of acceptable arguments and con-

sequently the set of admissible consequences.

We propose three inference relations showing beliefs with a qualitative degree: cred-

ulous consequence (an admissible consequence in a context), acceptable consequence
(an admissible consequence according to the ordering over the contexts) and strong

consequence (an admissible consequence sharing by all the contexts).

1 Introduction

Argumentation is one of the solutions for handling inconsistency in belief base. Beliefs
are represented in terms of arguments and counter-arguments [EFK93, Dun95, Vre97].
Arguments support beliefs (i.e. conclusions) and may challenge other arguments (counter-
arguments). In a preference-based argumentation framework, acceptable arguments are
de�ned by con�icts between arguments and by a preference relation between arguments
[AC00, Vre97].
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As mentioned in [ARS95] preferences may also arise between from domains themselves.
In other words, we have to handle several preordering on the beliefs. These di�erent pre-
orderings can be considered as contextual preferences [Rya93]. In this paper, we limit the
contextual aspect to the preference relations. In that framework, beliefs and, thus, argu-
ments and counterarguments, are sharing by all the contexts and the contextual preference
relations represent the preferences about inconsistent beliefs for each context. Contexts
have to be considered without any particular meaning: a context can be a time point,
an agent, a place [MB94, BBM95, Per98]... In computational dialectics, this problem is
crucial: agents contruct agreements and judgements in order to solve inter-agent inconsis-
tency: they exhibit their arguments which represent their own viewpoint on inconsistent
beliefs. In other words, agents compute/negociate the best arguments among the whole
set of contextual arguments.
In [Bre96, PS97], frameworks for reasoning about priorities have been de�ned. They pro-
pose to encode the preferences and to use them as beliefs. This solution seems interesting
when handling conditional preferences, i.e. when a preference depends of beliefs. However
it is quiet complicated when handling contextual preferences which are given as preorder-
ings. The aim of this paper is to propose i simple way for handling contextual preferences
and we propose a preference-based framework for reasoning from inconsistent beliefs con-
sidered from multiple contexts.
In order to de�ne acceptable arguments, as [Rya93], we introduce an ordering relation
between the contexts. For instance, if we consider contexts as di�erents agents in a com-
pany, the order represents the hierarchichal level of the agents in the organization of the
company. Using this order, we compute the set of the most acceptable arguments. For
instance, preferences of the managing director take precedence over those of its assistants.
We consider here the two kinds of acceptability: individual acceptability [EFK93] and joint
acceptability [Dun95] where reinstatement is considered.
According to the ordering over the contexts and the contextual preferences, we extract
qualitative information. We de�ne di�erent degrees of admissibility for the consequence of
the inconsistent belief base: credulous consequence (an admissible consequence in a con-
text), acceptable consequence (an admissible consequence according to the ordering over
the contexts) and strong consequence(an admissible consequence sharing by all the con-
texts).

The plan of the paper is as follows: next section introduces preference-based argumentation
framework. We then provide in section 3 the de�nition of the contextual preference-based
argumentation framework. Section 4 presents the new acceptability inference relation and
some properties. Section 5 presents the qualitative reasoning model. In section 6, we give
an example illustrating our framework. In section 7, we outline some perspectives.
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2 Preferences-based Argumentation framework

In this section, we present the argumentation systems based on preferences [Amg99]. We
assume that beliefs are formulas expressed in propositional logic. Let K be a belief base. `
denotes the standard deductive inference relation and ? � p^ p. An argument is a couple
unifying a support and a conclusion [EFK93]:

De�nition 1 (Argument). Let h be a formula and H � K a set of formulae. The couple
(H; h) is an argument i�:

1. H 0 ?;

2. H ` h;

3. H is minimal: (8hi 2 H)(H � fhig 0 h)

H is called the support of the argument and h its conclusion.

The defeat relation connects arguments between them in terms of arguments, counter-
arguments. Among the di�erent defeat relations [Ver96], let us mention the rebutting and
undercutting defeat relations [EFK93]:

De�nition 2 (Rebut). Let a1 = (H; h) and a2 = (H 0; h0) be two arguments: a1 rebuts
a2 i� h � :h0.

De�nition 3 (Undercut). Let a1 = (H; h) and a2 = (H 0; h0) be two arguments: a1
undercuts a2 i� there exists h0i 2 H 0 such that h � :h0i.

Preference-based argumentation framework extends argumentation systems by intro-
ducing an ordering over the arguments. In other words, two arguments can contradict
themselves but one of them can be more doubtful than the other one. Formally, we have
[ACL96]:

De�nition 4 (Preference-based argumentation framework). A preference-based ar-
gumentation framework (PAF) is a triplet hA;<;>i s.t. A is a set of arguments, < a defeat
relation: < � A�A and > is a preference relation on A�A (> is a total or partial pre-
ordering).

The associated strict order associated with > is denoted by >. a1 > a2 means that a1
is strictly preferred to a2. The preference relations between arguments are induced from
preference relations between supports which are themselves induced from preorderings be-
tween the beliefs (the belief base may be layered for instance).

From the defeat and preference relations, we de�ne the set of acceptable arguments. An
argument is acceptable i� it defends itself against all its defeaters: an argument defends it-
self if it has no counterargument or if it is defeated by counterarguments then the argument
is preferred, w.r.t. > to each counterargument.
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De�nition 5 (acceptability class). Let hA;<;>i be a PAF. The set C<;> of the argu-
ments defending themselves is:

C<;> = fa 2 Aj8a0 2 A if (a0; a) 2 < then a > a0g

This class is extended by considering the arguments which have to be reinstate [Dun95].
This extension is obtained by using �xpoint. Let us consider the function F de�ned as
follows:

F : 2A �! 2A

: S �! F(S) = fa 2 Aja is defended by Sg

The new set of acceptable arguments CJ
<;> is obtained as the least �xpoint of the function

F [Dun95, PS97, AC00].
The set of acceptable arguments enables to reason about the inconsistent belief base. Let
j� denotes the inference relation. Let K be an inconsistent belief base with an associated
preference-based argumentation framework [EFK93]:

� K j�< � i� 9�((�; �) 2 CJ
<;>). � is a probable consequence of K.

An investigation about di�erent kinds of inference relations is presented in [Cay95].

3 Multiple Preference Relations

The natural extension of preference-based argumentation frameworks is to consider a set
of preference relations: each preference relation represents a context. For instance, an
argument a1 may be preferred to another argument a2 in a �rst context c1 and a2 may be
the preferred argument in a context c2. As an example of application, let us consider the
legal domain: the rules de�ned by the european community take precedence over those
de�ned in France..
Work has already been done to analyse acceptable arguments in the context of multiple
preference relations [Rya93, ARS95, Gro91]: these works show how to integrate the dif-
ferent relation into a new and unique resulting relation. They next consider properties of
this relation. In contrast they do not consider the multiple context aspect for introducing
di�erent degrees of acceptability such as in [EFK93].
In this section we give the de�nitions of contextual preference-based framework (CPAF)
and its associated class of acceptable arguments. In order to consider a set of preference re-
lations, we stipulate a pre-order between contexts for comparing contexts (see also [Rya93].
This relation enables to represent facts such as: in the legal domain, the European context
is more important than the French context. Let C be the set of contexts, >c the preference
relation associated to the context c and � be the ordering relation on C � C. The set of
acceptable arguments is de�ned as the sets of arguments which defend themselves in the
�best� contexts, w.r.t. �. Since K is shared by all the contexts, the set of arguments is
unique. Formally, we obtain the following de�nition:
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De�nition 6 (CPAF). A contextual preference-based argumentation framework (CPAF)
is a tuple hC;A;<;

S
c2C >c;�i where: C is a set of contexts, A is a set of arguments, < is

a defeat relation: < � A�A, >c is the preference relation associated to the context c, �
is a total ordering: �� C � C. Each relation >c is minimal for the inclusion.

Considering this new kind of argumentation systems, we re-de�ne the set of acceptable
arguments:

C<;� = fa 2 Aj8a0 2 A if (a0; a) 2 < then (9c 2 C)((a >c a
0 and

(8c0 2 C)((a0 >c0 a) c � c0)))g

Our de�nition of acceptable arguments di�er with the de�nition proposed in [Rya93]. In
his approach, contextual preferences are integrated with a consensus viewpoint, i.e. in a
more cautious way. In our work, the prefereces about a particular conclusion stated in the
most important context are the �relevant ones�. Based on the set of acceptable arguments
where arguments are considered in the individual aspect, we consider reinstatements of
defeated arguments, i.e. joint acceptability. Let CJ

<;� denotes this new class of acceptable
arguments [Dun95, PS97, AC00].

Proposition 1 (CJ
<;�). The set of acceptable arguments is the least �xpoint of F and the

the least �xpoint of F is:

C
J
<;� = [Fi>0 = C<;� [ [[Fi>1(C<;�)]

Our motivation is to �decompose� beliefs hierarchically, where each level represents
a qualitative degree of con�dence. This �slicing� process is based on the rebutting and
undercutting defeats. Before introducing acceptable inferences and qualitative reasoning,
we detail some properties. Let CReb;� (respectively CUnd;�) denotes the acceptability class
associated to a rebutting defeat (respectively undercutting defeat). Let Supp(C<;�) be the
union of the supports of all the acceptable arguments.

Property 1. Supp(CReb;�) can be inconsistent.

Property 2. Let (H; h) 2 CUnd;�. For any (H 0; h0) s.t. H 0 � H, (H 0; h0) 2 CUnd;�.

Thus, every sub-argument of an acceptable argument is also acceptable.

Property 3. The set fHj(H; h) 2 CUnd;�g may be inconsistent. Consequently the set
fhj(H; h) 2 CUnd;�g can also be inconsistent.

4 Acceptable inferences

After de�ning the set of acceptable arguments, the next stage consists of building a new
inference relation, named acceptable inference, which enables to represent acceptable con-
sequence induced by an acceptability class.
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De�nition 7 (Acceptable Inference). Let K be a belief base and � its associated
CPAF: � = hC;A;<;

S
c2C >c;�i. � is an acceptable consequence if and only there exists

a set of formulae � such that (�; �) 2 C
J
<;�. This inference is noted: K j�< �.

We can show that when the di�erent preference relations >c satisfy a Cut rule, there
is a link between the acceptability classes of the two frameworks hC;A;Reb;

S
c2C >c;�i

and hC;A;Und;
S

c2C >c;�i and consequently between the corresponding sets of acceptable
conclusions.

De�nition 8. A preference relation > satis�es a Cut rule i�: if a > a [ b then a > b.

Property 4. Let hC;A;<;
S

c2C
>c;�i be a CPAF such that each >c (c 2 C) satis�es the

Cut rule.
CUnd;� � CReb;�

Let us consider the set of acceptable consequences: Csq(C<;�) = f�jK j�< �g. Accord-
ing to property 4, we get:

Property 5. Let hC;A;<;
S

c2C
>c;�i be a CPAF such that each >c (c 2 C) satis�es the

Cut rule.
Csq(CUnd;�) � Csq(CReb;�)

As usual, in the case of consistent belief bases K, the sets Csq(CUnd;�) and Csq(CReb;�)
become equivalent:

Property 6.
Csq(CUnd;�) = Csq(CReb;�) = f�jK ` �g

5 Towards Qualitative Reasoning

The basic idea is that it should be possible to say more about the acceptability of con-
sequences. Indeed, we show how contexts determine a qualitative status of consequences.
For this, we consider three inference relations: the �rst one de�nes the notion of contex-
tual acceptable consequence. This relation exhibits acceptable consequences in a speci�c
context. This relation is introduced so as to de�ne consequence notions as proposed in
[Rei80]: credulous and strong (or skeptical) consequence. A formula � is a credulous con-
sequences if there is a context such that � is a contextual acceptable consequence. Strong
consequences describe acceptable consequences sharing by all the contexts.
First of all, we consider acceptable consequences in a speci�c contexts. The de�nition is
similar to acceptable consequences de�nition in mono-context preference-based argumen-
tation framework (PAF).

De�nition 9 (Contextual acceptable consequence). A belief base K and its associ-
ated CPAF � = hC;A;<;

S
c2C

>c;�i entail � in a context c 2 C, i� there exists � s.t.
(�; �) 2 CJ

<;>c

(K j�< c : �).
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The next stage is to consider contextual inferences in a credulous way: if a belief is
an acceptable consequence in a context, then this belief is a credulous consequence of the
CPAF.

De�nition 10 (Credulous consequence). Let K be a belief base and � its associated
CPAF: � = hC;A;<;

S
c2C >c;�i. � is a credulous consequence of K i� there exists c 2 C

s.t. K j�< c : � (K j�< ��).

It is obvious that for each context c if K j�< c : � then K j�< ��. The last stage
considers inferences in a skeptical way: if a belief is an acceptable context in every contexts
then this belief as to be considered as a strong consequence.

De�nition 11 (Strong consequence). LetK be a belief base and � its associated CPAF:
� = hC;A;<;

S
c2C >c;�i. � is a strong consequence of K i� for all c 2 C there exists a

set � s.t. (�; �) 2 CJ
<;>c

(K j�< ��).

Property 7. The set f�jK j�< ��g can be inconsistent.

Property 8. The set f�jK j�Und ��g is consistent.

Property 9.
f�jK j�< ��g � Csq(C<;�) � f�jK j�< ��g

As [EFK93], we suggest that these inference relations could be used to assign an ordering
over the di�erent set of consequences: strong conclusions are �better� than the credulous
ones, for instance. We propose to de�ne this ordering by also introducing the hierarchy
induced by the di�erent acceptability classes [EFK93, PS97], i.e. CReb;� and CUnd;�. We
regard an undercutting defeat as stronger than a rebutting defeat.

De�nition 12 (�). LetK be a belief base and � its associated CPAF: � = hC;A;<;
S

c2C >c

;�i such that each >c satis�es the Cut rule. Let us consider the following sets:

S-Und-Conc = f�jK j�Und ��g

A-Und-Conc = Csq(CUnd;�)� S-Und-Conc

C-Und-Conc = f�jK j�Und ��g � A-Und-Conc

S-Reb-Conc = f�jK j�Reb ��g � S-Und-Conc

A-Reb-Conc = Csq(CReb;�)� Csq(CUnd;�)� S-Reb-Conc

C-Reb-Conc = f�jK j�Reb ��g � C-Und-Conc� A-Reb-Conc

A strict ordering is enforced over these sets.

S-Und-Conc� S-Reb-Conc� A-Und-Conc� A-Reb-Conc� C-Und-Conc� C-Reb-Conc

From this hierarchy, we can discriminate between formulae of the belief base. This
ordering provides a degree of con�dence in a belief of K. For instance, beliefs in S-Und-

Conc are consequences which are undercutting undefeated in every context and thus they
have to be consider as the most acceptable beliefs of K.
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6 Example

The example is inspired of the example presented in [Ver96]. Let us consider the following
legal rules:

� A person driving a car after drinking too much alcohol should be �ned.

� Minor persons should not be �ned, except if there is an obvious risk of danger.

Assume that we have: John is minor and is driving after drinking too much alcohol. Let us
suppose that the attorney believes that, since John was drunk, he was dangerous and thus
should be �ne. By contrast, John's lawyer mentions that John did not hurt somebody and
thus there is no evidence of danger. This may be represented by the following formulas:

K = falcohol;minor; alcohol ! danger;:danger; alcohol ! fine;

minor ^ danger ! fine;minor ^ :danger ! :fineg

and by the the contexts: fattorney; lawyerg. The preferences of the attorney are (al, fi,
mi and da stand for alcohol, fine, minor and danger):

(fal; al ! dag; da) >a (f:dag;:da)

(fmi; al; al ! da;mi ^ da! fig; f i) >a (fmi;:da;mi ^ :da! :fig;:fi)

(fmi; al; al ! da;mi ^ da! fig; f i) >a (f:dag;:da)

(fal; al ! fig; f i) >a (fmi;:da;mi ^ :da! :fig;:fi)

and the lawyer's preferences:

(f:dag;:da) >l (fal; al ! dag; da)

(fmi;:da;mi ^ :da! :fig;:fi) >l (fmi; al; al ! da;mi ^ da! fig; f i)

(fmi;:da;mi ^ :da! :fig;:fi) >l (fal; al ! fig; f i)

Assume that the judge considers that the attorney is more convincing than the lawyer:
attorney � lawyer. Let's consider a rebutting defeat. In this framework the only argument
rebutting (fal; al ! dag; da) is (f:dag;:da). (fal; al ! dag; da) belongs to the set CReb;�
since it is preferred to (f:dag;:da) in the best context (attorney). We obtain the following
consequences:

K j�Reb l : :danger K j�Reb l : :fine K j�Reb l : alcohol

K j�Reb a : danger K j�Und a : fine K j�Reb a : alcohol

K j�Reb �danger K j�Reb �:danger K j�Reb �alcohol

K j�Reb danger K j�Und fine K j�Reb �alcohol

According to these inferences, we built the hierarchy (alcohol 2 S-Reb-Conc, fine 2 A-

Und-Conc, danger 2 A-Reb-Conc, f:fine;:dangerg � C-Reb-Conc):

falcoholg � ffineg � fdangerg � f:fine;:dangerg
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7 Conclusion

The work presented here concerns the acceptability of arguments in contextual preference-
based argumentation frameworks. Our �rst contribution is the de�nition of acceptability
w.r.t multiple preference relations. We have investigated the acceptability notion in their
individual and joint defense aspects and through the consideration of undercutting and
rebutting defeats. Our second contribution concerns the introduction of a new ordering
on acceptable beliefs. That is, this ordering extends the linguistics quali�ers presented in
[EFK93] by taking into account the multiple contexts aspect. This is especially interesting
in dialectical argumentation in order to represent group decision making or, to de�ne status
of beliefs.
An immediate extension of this work is to study the logical properties of the consequence
relations [Dun95, AC00] and of the resulting preferences [ARS95, Gro91]. Another imme-
diate extension is to consider other de�nitions of defeat relations such as those presented
in [Ver96, Amg99].
Future work also includes taking into account several belief bases instead of one. In dialec-
tical argumentation, the application is immediate: we may represent for instance agent-
to-agent negotiation. In order to do so, we have to consider dialogue between agents
[PS97, AC00].
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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the need to represent the
values of parties to a dispute if convincing
arguments are to be produced. We take as our
domain arguments based on case law. Our basic
idea is that the parties are attempting to construct a
theory, which, while providing the result the party
is aiming at, will both explain past cases and
cohere with a set of given values which the law is
intended to protect and advance. We identify the
components of such theories, a set of constructors
which can be used to build such theories, and a
dialectical process of theory refinement which is
designed to resolve disputes by making the parties
converge into the best theory. The argument is
illustrated by a small example from case law.

1.  Introduction

Sometimes when there is disagreement, it is
possible for one party to convince the other by
means of a demonstration. In some fields, such as
mathematics, this is even the typical case. But in
most areas of dispute, in particular in law, which is
our concern in this paper, the case is rather
different. As Perelman puts it:

"If men oppose each other concerning a
decision to be taken, it is not because they
commit some error of logic or calculation.
They discuss apropos the applicable rule, the
ends to be considered, the meaning to be given
to values, the interpretation and
characterisation of facts." Perelman (1980,
p150).

It is from this kind of disagreement that the need
for argumentation, intended to secure assent
through persuasion rather than coercion, arises.
Such disagreement is common in law. When a case
is brought to court, it is because the two parties
disagree about what should be done in the light of
some set of particular circumstances. No

demonstration of the rightness of one side is
possible: both sides will plead their case, presenting
arguments for their view as to what is correct. But
their arguments will not have equal value for the
judge charged with deciding the case: the case will
be decided by the judge preferring one argument
over the other. And when the judge decides the
case, the verdict must be supplemented by an
argument, intended to convince the parties to the
case, fellow judges and the public at large, that the
favoured argument is the one that should be
favoured. This means that that the judge’s
preference for one argument over the other should
be rational, or at least capable of rationalisation.

One way of giving rationality to the preference
is to relate the arguments to the purposes of the law
under consideration, or the values that are promoted
by deciding for one side against the other. In an AI
and Law context this idea was proposed in Berman
and Hafner (1993). Perelman (1980) makes a
similar point: he says that each party to a legal
dispute "refers in its argumentation to different
values" and that the "judge will allow himself to be
guided, in his reasoning, by the spirit of the system,
i.e., by the values which the legislative authority
seeks to protect and advance" (p152). A key
element in persuasion is identifying the value
conflict at the root of the disagreement so that
preference between values can explicitly inform the
acceptance or rejection of the competing
arguments. Becoming convinced is importantly
bound up with identifying how the decision argued
for advances the values one holds.

Legal disputes also take place in a context
provided by a history of decisions in past cases.
Another route to conviction is a demonstration that
the decision coheres with decisions made in similar
cases in the past. In part this is grounded in a view
that like cases should be decided in a like manner,
to ensure equality of treatment and predictability. In
part, however, this is also grounded in the view that
previous cases embody the set of value preferences
shown in deciding them. These preferences,
resulting from the considered experiences of past
decision-makers, should be coherently advanced in
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the new cases, since they reflect social values that
still should inform judicial decision-making.
Hypotheticals also play a role: in thinking about a
hypothetical case one will have intuitions as to
what its outcome should be. These intuitions in turn
relate to, and help to clarify and correct, the value
preferences that one holds. (The attention to
precedents and to hypotheticals reflects the view
that legal reasoning, rather then a deduction from
absolute general truths, is a learning process, where
our reactions to concrete situations and the general
standards we accept need to be adjusted
reciprocally, as they need to be adjusted to the
reactions of our fellows and to the standards they
endorse.)

An important aspect of this context is that the
decision of each single case goes beyond that case:
it is meant to express a rule supposed to govern all
similar cases. By applying this rule, i.e., by
deciding the cases presenting the features described
in the rule’s antecedent as the rule’s consequent
prescribes (as everybody else is supposed to do,
under the same circumstances), the single decision-
maker is participating in a social practice, which he
wants to share with his colleagues and fellow
citizens. This practice embodies and expresses
certain values, those ones that which are going to
be promoted (and hopefully achieved) through the
communal practice of the rule.

Taken as a whole the set of rules should
explain the decisions that have been made in the
area of law so far and this set of rules should in turn
be justified as its practice expresses and promotes
the values which the law is intended to achieve.

In this paper we will attempt to give an
account, capable of computational use, of the kind
of argument that can be used where the dispute
ultimately turns on a conflict of values. We will
make use of the notion of a theory: that what is
being argued for is a set of statements which
explain the cases that need to be explained, in terms
of the value preferences they exemplify. Disputants
will advance different competing theories, but these
theories can be assessed in terms of their coherence,
according to shared criteria.  In the next section we
will discuss the process of building agreement in
this kind of dispute. In section 3 we will describe
the components of our theories, and constructors
for building and refining theories. In section 4 we
will provide criteria for assessing the coherence of
theories. In section 5 we will describe a process
which could be used in this style of dispute. In the
final section we will draw some conclusions, and
indicate our directions for future research.

2.  Building  Agreement

As an initial stipulation we say that the parties to
the dispute are bound by some rules of what counts
as a fair argument. Regarding the theories of the

participants, this means that they agree on the logic
they will apply to their theories. This logic will
determine what inferences (arguments) are implicit
in each theory, i.e., what conclusions are supported
(implied) by each theory.  Here, in particular, we
assume that the parties adopt the logic of Prakken
& Sartor (1996), of which we will provide a
synthetic account in the following.

However, the agreement of the parties may go
beyond the logic. It usually also includes the
material (the background) which can be
legitimately used in building a theory explaining
how a certain issue should be decided.  In a case-
law domain, these materials include the past cases
to which the parties can refer, the features of those
cases which were relevant for their decisions, and
the values which those decisions embody.  Finally,
agreement also covers (to a large extent) the ways
in which those materials can be legitimately used in
building theories, and how the coherence of
theories can be assessed and compared.

The idea is that such a shared background
should lead the parties to converge, to agree on the
best theory, even though their particular interests
are competing, and indeed opposed. In our model,
we see three steps towards resolving a disputed
legal case, i.e. coming to an outcome with can be
agreed by all parties. Even when the agreement all
parties is not achieved, i.e. when a solution will
need to be imposed though the judge’s authority,
our approach will lead to a result that will look
reasonable even to the losing party, so that he may
in the end acquiesce in it (rather then believing that
he was unjustly treated).

2 . 1 .  The  f i r s t  s t ep .  Id e n t i f y i n g
fac to r s

First the factors which are relevant to the
controversial point of law must be identified and
agreed. A factor is intended to be a means of
characterising case situations in a way which will
give a reason for deciding a certain issue. For
instance, in US Trade secrets law considered in the
well known HYPO program (Ashley 1990), the
issue to be decided is whether the defendant has
misappropriated a trade secret belonging the
plaintiff himself. Examples of factors which are
relevant to this issue are whether the plaintiff
adopted security measures to protect his secret, and
how much competitive advantage was gained by
the use of the secret.

It is important to remark that a factor is more
than a possible feature of a case: by qualifying a
possible feature as a factor leading to a certain type
of decision on a certain issue, we are also
expressing our judgement concerning the relevance
of that feature to a particular output of the case (in
regard to that issue), i.e. we are affirming that this
feature counts as a reason which supports that
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output.  For example, in HYPO’s context,  the more
extensive the security measures the more reason
there is to find for the plaintiff: the less the
competitive advantage the more reason there is to
find for the defendant. Factors feature prominently
in decisions on cases: a judge may cite the lack of
competitive advantage gained as a reason for
dismissing the plaintiff's argument.

Factors also relate to values: values are needed
to explain why a feature of the case can count as a
factor, i.e. as a reason for a particular output, which
needs to be considered in all cases where the factor
is present. For example, the fact that the plaintiff
adopted significant measures to preserve his secret
counts as a reason for deciding in his favour, since
by giving such relevance to this feature the legal
system would promote the values of autonomy,
trust, protection of justified expectations.  On the
other hand, the fact that the supposed “secrets”
gave no competitive advantage to the plaintiff
counts as a reason for deciding for the plaintiff,
since in this way the legal system would advance
the value of avoiding unnecessary litigation.

The identification of which factors characterise
a certain domain (which features count as reasons
for a certain outcome in that domain) can usually be
viewed as a non-controversial task. Where the
parties are likely to disagree is on how to balance
opposed factors, how to adjudicate their conflict.  A
case, indeed, usually contains a number of opposed
factors, providing reasons to decide for opposite
outcomes. To justify a particular outcome in such a
context we need to go beyond the factors
themselves, for they have no intrinsic properties
which allows such conflicts to be resolved.

2 . 2 .  The  sec o nd  s t e p .  Ap p ea l i ng  to
pre ced en t s

Assistance in finding reasonable solutions to
conflicts between factors can be provided by cases.
Past cases exhibit factor conflicts which have been
decided in particular ways. They thus provide a
concrete example of how a group of factors
favouring one side has actually been preferred to a
group of factors favouring the other side. When
presented with a new case in which a conflict
between these factors arises, the preference
revealed in the past case may make one side of the
case untenable, because inconsistent with this
preference.

Note that the preference does not only concern
the specific case at hand: legal decisions must be
both backward and forward looking, in order to
ensure that like cases are treated alike. The
combination of factors that in a certain case
supports a certain output can be viewed as the
expression of rules, i.e. of general decisional
practices. When a judge is considering a case where
a certain set of pro-plaintiff and a certain set of pro-

defendant factors are present, he is considering two
competing rules: the rule according to which he (as
any other judge) should find for the plaintiff, in the
presence of the available set of pro-plaintiff factors,
and the rule according to which he should find for
the defendant, in the presence of the available pro-
defendant factors. His decision in favour of one of
the two parties can be seen as his endorsement of a
preference for one of those rules (the one which
dictates the output of the case). This preference, in
turn, may be explained by the judge’s evaluation
that the values which can be promoted by the
practice of the pro-plaintiff’s rule are more
important that the values promoted by the practice
of the pro-defendant’s rule, as we shall see in the
following paragraph.

2 . 3 .  The  t h i rd  s t ep .  A s ce nd i ng  to
va l ue s

Often, the new case will not be determined by past
cases in this way, since no precedent case will have
exactly considered the combinations of factors (the
competing rules) which are present in the new case:
different decisions of the new case are still
consistent with  the preferences expressed in the old
cases. Then the parties need to ascend from the
factors and the cases to the values they embody.
The notion of a value is philosophically
controversial. However, for our purposes, it is
sufficient to remark that, in our context, a value is a
public goal, i.e. a state of affairs an agent believes
its community (the set of agents to which he is
referring) ought to aim at. Usually such a goal is be
a scalable one, which can be achieved to different
degree (e.g. reduction of litigation, more
productivity, etc.).   

Even in regard to values, we may assume that
parties will generally agree on what values should
be achieved, and possibly also in how (through the
practice of what rules) those values are going to be
achieved.  Values may then be able to resolve the
disagreement, since if the parties agree that one of
the competing rules governing the new case
promotes values that are more important than the
values advanced by other rule, they should also
agree that the first rule should be preferred to the
second, and should consequently dictate the output
of the case.

However, such an agreement may be hindered
(in those situations where the competing rules
express different values) by the fact that the parties
assess differently the relative importance of the
values implied in the new case.  Here again, cases
may help the parties in converging into a
reasonable solution. Because we have described
past cases in terms competing rules (groups of
factors), and because these rules embody different
set of values (the values linked to the corresponding
group of factors), the decision to prefer one rule
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over the other can be seen as embodying the
preference for one set of values over the other.
Seeing these decisions as revealing an order on
values, we can use this order to constrain
preferences between other rules in new and
hypothetical cases. The process is like a spiral: rule
preferences reveal value preferences which in turn
dictate rule preferences.

2 . 4 .  T he  b o un d a r ie s  o f  o u r  a na ly s i s

At this stage, in many contexts, only one solution is
possible, so that there is a reasonable outcome, on
which all parties should agree. The judge’s decision
would then be a reasonable one, rather then an
arbitrary act of will. However, we must be aware
that the values-ordering revealed by past cases may
not sufficiently constrain the decision of the new
case: different decisions may still be consistent with
it. Should this be the case, then the parties (and the
judge) must try to further clarify and expand the
ordering of values, until only one solution is
consistent with it. In principle, this clarification
should reflect the ordering of values which are, as a
matter of fact held by society at large (or at least the
legislative authority), or that ought to be recognised
by it (according to some normative understanding
of public values). This is the last and highest level
of legal reasoning, where it fades into moral and
political reasoning.

Our analysis will fall short of addressing this
level (this would be a formidable task indeed): we
will consider those values and rule preferences with
are not supported by the cases at hand are being
arbitrary. This is not to be understood as an
endorsement of the positivist thesis that, outside the
boundaries of the formal sources of law,
unrestrained discretion alone governs legal decision
making, but rather a definition of the boundaries of
our present work, within which we hope to provide
a workable formalisation.

There are other aspects of case-based reasoning
that we have not considered here for reasons of
time and space, although they look to be natural
extensions of our approach.

First, we may wish to place some further
constraints on the theories, and in particular those
that can be found in the expressed statement of the
judges’ opinion. For example the texts of the
decisions of past cases may reveal something
different from what can be gathered from a simple
consideration of the factors present in a case. The
text may reveal that although there were several
factors favouring the winning side in the case, only
one of these was used by the judge in reaching his
verdict, so that it can, on its own, be thought to be
preferred to all the opposing factors present in the
case taken together.

Secondly, there are further aspects of values,
besides those here considered, which can be used to

explain aspects of the development of case law.
Values help to explain why decisions age and
eventually become inapplicable. A decision relates
to the values of its time, and we need to recognise
that the values prized by society, and the relative
ordering on them, can change over time. Moreover,
values bring various areas of the law together; a
particular value preference can be revealed in an
area of law other than that being considered in a
given case, and that may make a case from this
other area highly relevant.

In conclusion, from our perspective, the parties
of the new case, in order to argue for the output
which correspond to their interests need to build a
coherent theory comprising:

•  A set of factors, representing distinctions
which can be made in cases, and with each
factor associated with the value it protects or
advances;

•  A set of priority relations between rules with
some group of factors as antecedent and a case
outcome as consequent;

•  An ordering of the values embodied in the
factors.

The criteria which we use to assess coherence are
discussed in a later section. Where there is
disagreement, this will be made explicit by
differences in the theories of the disputants, and it
is the role of the assessment criteria to provide
rational grounds for choice between them. Those
coherence-criteria are not an exhaustive list, but
will mainly pertain to the way in which the theory
is supported by the past cases.

3.  Theory Background and
Construction

In this section we will discuss the  components and
construction of theories in more detail, and
illustrate our discussion with an example taken
from Berman and Hafner (1993).  We begin with a
brief description of the example, which consists of
three cases involving the pursuit of wild animals. In
all of those cases, the plaintiff (Π) was chasing wild
animals, and the defendant (∆) interrupted the
chase, preventing Π from capturing those animals.
The issue to be decided is whether Π has a legal
remedy (a right to be compensated for the loss of
the game) against ∆ or not.

In the first case, Pierson v Post, Π was hunting
a fox in the traditional manner using horse and
hound when ∆ killed and carried off the fox. Π was
held to have no right to the fox because he had
gained no possession of it. In the second case,
Keeble v Hickeringill, Π owned a pond and made
his living by luring wild ducks there with decoys
and shooting them. Out of malice ∆ used guns to
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scare the ducks away from the pond. Here Π won.
In a third case, Young v Hitchens, both parties were
commercial fisherman. While Π was closing his
nets, ∆ sped into the gap, spread his own net and
caught the fish. In this case ∆ won.

In our discussion, we will have the Young case
play the role of the current situation. In other
words, we are assuming that Young was not
decided, and that the two parties of Young are
developing their theories on the basis of Pierson
and Keeble. In doing this, we intend to show that
our approach has a certain predictive value: it will
lead to the same decision which was adopted by the
Young’s judges, i.e. that the theory which we
identify as the best implies Young’s decision.
However, since we assume that the judges in
Young were indeed right (as experienced judges
should usually be), this also shows that our
approach is capable of leading to the right result (at
least in this domain). Moreover, by providing a
whole theory supporting this result, we will also
provide a hopefully convincing “rational
reconstruction” of Young, i.e. we will explain why,
in the context provided by Pierson and Keeble, the
choice of the judges in Young was indeed a
reasonable one.

3 . 1 .  The  t he o r y  b a ck g ro und

Let us first describe the background which provides
the components for the theory-construction
exercise, i.e. the materials which the parties of the
debate can use for building their theories.

F a c t o r s  a n d  f a c t o r  r u le s
Those possible features that are relevant to the
decision of cases in a certain legal domain are what
we call the factors of that domain. Let us assume
that the factors of our domain are those given by
the analysis of  Berman and Hafner (1993):

A = Π was pursuing his livelihood
B = Π was on his own land
C = Π was not in possession of the animal
D = ∆ was pursuing his livelihood

In the legal cases here considered there are only
two possible outcomes: a decision P for Π (i.e. the
decision that Π has a legal remedy again ∆), or a
decision ¬P for ∆ (i.e. the decision that Π has no
legal remedy again ∆).  Consequently, each factor
needs to be either a pro P factor, or a pro –P factor.
Correspondingly, we categorise our factors as
follows:

•  A and B are in favour of P (they are reasons for
finding that Π has a legal remedy against ∆)

•  B and D are in favour of  ¬P (they are reasons
for finding that Π has no such remedy)

In our model, we express the direction of a factor
by associating it with a rule. The rule indicates that
the factor counts as reason for a certain output, i.e.
that (in the absence of reasons to the contrary) the
factor should lead to deciding in that way. Since, as
we just remarked, every factor in our domain is
either a pro P factor or a pro –P factor, each factor fi
will be associated either with  a rule of the form if fi

then P or with a rule of the form if fi then ¬P. Here
are the rules associated to the factors above:

A � P
B � P
C � ¬P
D � ¬P

Note that a party is not obliged to introduce all
factor-rules in the theory he or she is producing.
Each party will only introduce those rule that are
useful for substantiating his or her case, i.e., as we
shall see, the rules concerning factors which that
party has used in describing the cases he or she is
citing. However, the other party can, as we shall
see, refine the theory of the first party, by including
previously  omitted factors.

Va l ue s  a n d  t e l eo lo g i ca l  l i n ks
Besides being associated with a rule that expresses
its direction, each factor may also be associated
with a value. This is the value that would be
promoted by the recognition of the factor, i.e. by
the general adoption of its rule as a standard for
decision-making. We do not need to discuss in-
depth the notion of a value. We may just say that,
for our purpose, a value is a goal which is
considered as normatively valid, such that the
concerned agent ought to pursue it. Moreover, here
we are concerned with public values, i.e., values
which one pursues because of one’s concern for the
common interest, rather than only from one’s
private perspective.

We identify three values which decisions in
this domain can be related to:

LLit = Less Litigation
MProd  = More productivity
MSec = More security of possession

The connection between a factor and a set of values
is expressed through teleological links, i.e. the
statement that the recognition of the factor (the
practice of the corresponding rule) promotes a
certain set of values. Here for simplicity we assume
that each factor-rule only promotes one value:

“A � P” promotes MProd
“B � P” promotes MSec
“C � ¬P” promotes LLit
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“D � ¬P” promotes MProd

More generally, the statement R promotes {V1, …,
Vn} expresses a causal link between the common
practice of the rule R (the situation in which all
agents in the community would follow rule R in the
relevant circumstances), and the achievement of
values {V1, …, Vn}. We do not need to specify
closer the nature of this causal link and its
computational behaviour, since this is not relevant
to the formalisation here provided.

Note that the parties are not obliged to consider
all values. They will only introduce those value-
links which are relevant in regard to the rules they
are using.

Ca se s
Let us now consider how the cases above, i.e. the
two precedents (Pierson and Keeble) and the
current situation (Young) will be described when
cited by the parties to support their contention. In
some models of case law (such as the HYPO’s
model) the factors (or dimensions) are more
abstract than the features which are used to describe
the cases, and need to be inferred from the latter.
This would be consistent with our approach, but,
for simplicity, we assume each case is described by
means of a set of factor, i.e. we directly use our
factors as our language for representing cases.

Here is the corresponding characterisation of
the precedents (Pearson and Keeble) and of the
target case (Young), i.e. the case which the parties
are arguing that should be decided one way or
another:

Pearson.  Features: C
Decision: ¬P

Keeble. Features: A, B, C
Decision: P

Young. Features:  A, C, D
Decision: ?

Note that there is an important difference between
the precedents and the target case: the description
of a precedent consists of a set of features plus a
decision, while the description of the target case
only consists of a set of features (it is up to the
parties to argue what the decision of the TC should
be).

As we shall see below, the parties in a dispute,
when citing a case, need not describe the case by
using all factors characterising it. They will rather
describe it by using only those factors the
consideration of which may strengthen their
positions. However, the other party may refine the
representation of the cases, by bringing in further
factors. What is, however, necessary, is that the
cited precedents are explained (covered) by the
theory they are intended to support. This means that
this theory plus the mentioned factors of the case,

must imply the decision of the case. So, if the party
proposing a theory T, cites a case having features
f1, …, fn and decision d, then T ∪  { f1, …, fn} must
imply d. If this were not the case (if the theory were
incapable of explaining a case which is cited to its
support) the case would undermine the theory,
rather than confirm it.

Similarly, it is also necessary that the theory
put forward by a party explains why the target case
should be given the decision for which that party is
arguing. So, if the party is arguing that the target
case should have decision d, then the theory of that
parties, plus the factors describing the target case
should imply d.

As we shall see in the following, a party is not
obliged to cite all cases, nor to describe them using
all the factors applicable to them. However the
other party may bring in the omitted cases and
factors.

3 . 2 .  The  la ng ua g e

The set of cases, factors, rules and values form the
background against which theories are to be
constructed. Before considering how theories will
be constructed, let us specify the language in which
those theories are going to be expressed, and the
logic which will determine their implications (and
therefore what they will be able of explaining.

T he  lo g ic
The logical background assumed in this paper is a
subset of the argument-based system of Prakken
and Sartor (1996a, 1997, 1999), although other
systems with similar features will do as well.  In
this section we briefly describe the basic elements
of the system.  The logical language contains a two
place one-direction connective that forms rules out
of literals (an atomic first order formula is a
positive literal; a positive literal preceded by ¬  is a
negative literal).

A rule is an expression of the form

L0 ∧  …∧  Lk � Lm

where each  Li  (0 ≤ i ≤ m) is a literal, L0 ∧  …∧  Lj is
the antecedent of the rule, Lm is its consequent. A
rule with an empty antecedent is called a fact. As
usual, a rule with variables stands for the set of its
ground instances. Each rule can is designated by a
term, its name. In the following, a rule’s  name is
obtained by quoting the rule (other naming
conventions could be used as well).

Our language also contains a distinguished two
place predicate symbol < which can be used for
expressing rule-priorities. Since our language
includes rule names, those priorities can be stated in
the object language itself. Rule priorities therefore
can be expressed via atomic formulas of the form r1

< r2, where r1 and r2 are rule-names. Those formulas
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(as their negation) can be constituent literals of
rules. In particular they may be rule consequents
and facts. Here we assume that the < relation is
transitive.

A set of rules of the above form is what we call
a self-ordered theory, i.e. a theory including
information about the ordering over its component
premises.  The statements implied by such theory
are the conclusions of those arguments belonging to
the theory (constructed with rules in the theory)
which are justified within the theory. Let us now
define precisely those notions (for a technical
discussion, cf. Prakken and Sartor 1998).  .

Arguments are sequences of chained rules:
each literal in the antecedent of a rule in the
argument must be the consequent of a preceding
rule in the argument. Each consequent of a rule in
the argument is a conclusion of the argument. So,
for example, {A, B, A ∧  B � C} is an argument
with conclusion A, B, and C.

An argument A1 attacks or is a
counterargument to an argument A2 iff some
conclusion of A1 is the complement of some
conclusion of A2. Then we say that the two
arguments are in conflict, and that the two rules, r1

in A1 and r2 in A2, which provide the
complementary conclusions, are responsible for the
conflict.

Conflicts between arguments belonging to a
theory T (all following definitions are relative to a
theory), are decided according to a binary relation
of defeat among such arguments, which is induced
by the rule priorities implied by T.  Remember the
information about rule priorities can be presented as
premises in the logical language. So, for example,
the fact:

“A � C” < “B => ¬ C”

states that rule “B => ¬C” is superior (preferable)
to rule “A � C”.

We then say that argument A1 defeats
argument A2, iff A1 and A2 are in conflict, and the
two respective rules r1 and r2 which are responsible
for the conflict are such that r1 is not inferior to r2

(according to the information on priorities
contained in T). Said in other words, three cases are
possible:
•  T implies that r1 > r2, in which case A1 strictly

defeats A2 (A1 defeats A2 and not viceversa),
•  T implies that r1 < r2, in which case  A2 strictly

defeats A1,
•  T implies neither preference, in which case A1

and A2 defeat each other.
The defeat relation is not yet a final assessment of
the status of an argument within T. It is just a
comparison between two individual arguments: it
does not capture the phenomenon of `reinstatement'
(A1 may defeat A2, which in turn, is strictly
defeated by A3, so the A1 is reinstated). This is

captured by taking into account all interactions
between arguments in T, so to divide those
arguments into three sets: the justified arguments,
which provide the conclusions implied by T, the
overruled arguments, which have no impact on
those conclusions, and the defensible arguments,
which though unable of providing justified
conclusion, prevent the conflicting arguments from
doing so.

There is both a fix-point and dialectical
definition of these notions (for a detailed technical
discussion, cf. Prakken & Sartor 1996, Prakken &
Sartor 1998). Basically the idea is that an argument
if it is a member of a conflict-free set S of
arguments (belonging to T), such that any attacker
(in T) of a member of S would be strictly defeated
by a member S. Here we cannot provide a detailed
technical analysis of these notions. Let us just say
that a justified argument is not defeated by any
justified or defensible arguments, a defensible
argument is only defeated by defensible arguments,
and overruled arguments are defeated by a justified
argument.

For example, in the theory T1 = {A, B, A � C,
B => ¬C}, the arguments {A, A � C} and {B, B
=> ¬C} defeat each other, and are both defensible,
so that T implies neither C nor ¬C. In T2 =  {A, B,
A � C, B => ¬C, “A � C” < “B => ¬C”}, {B, B
=> ¬C} is justified, since T2 implies “A � C” < “B
=> ¬C”}, and therefore {B, B => ¬C} strictly
defeats {A, A � C}. So, T2 implies ¬C.

T he  re pr e se nta t io n  o f  t h e  ba c kg ro u n d
We have seen that the background for the theory
construction exercise consists of cases, factor-rules
and value-links. Let us shortly specify how these
elements are going to be represented. For this
purpose, the following disjoint sets of predicate
symbols are distinguished:

A set of features labels, f1, f2, …
A set of value labels, v1, v2, …
A set of case labels, c1, c2, …

If fi is a n-ary factor label, then fi(t1, …,  tn), where
t1, …, tn are ground terms, is a feature descriptor.
Similarly, if vj is a n-ary value label, then vi(t1, …,
tm) where t1, …, tn are ground terms is a value
descriptor.  Finally, if ck is a n-ary case label, than
ck(t1, …, tm) where t1, …, tn are ground terms is a
case identifier. Here, for simplicity’ sake, we will
only use 0-ary feature descriptors, value descriptors
and case identifiers.

A case description therefore is a triplet
<CaseName, CaseFactors, CaseDecision>, where
CaseName is a case descriptor, CaseFactors is a set
of feature descriptors, CaseDecision is a literal.

The factors rules are rules in the language of
the previous paragraph, having the form
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F � C

where F is a feature descriptor and C is a literal.
Such rules express the idea that, if the described
feature holds in a case, then C should  (defeasibly)
be the qualification of that case. Those feature
labels which appear in the body of a factor rule are
called factor-labels.

The value links, finally, have the form:

R  promotes {V1, …, V2}

where R is a rule-name, and V1, …, V2 are value
descriptors.

3 . 3 .  T he o r y  Co n s t r uc to r s

The object of a party to the dispute is to construct a
theory, which (a) explains why the current situation
should have the outcome wished by him, (b)
explains why past cases were decided as they in
fact were, (c) is better (or at least not worse) than
any theory of the opponent. The content of a theory
will be constituted by a set of rules expressed in the
logical language introduce in section 3.2.

The construction of the theories, as we shall
see consists in picking up elements of the
background knowledge, and using those elements
to build the premises in the theory. The picked up
elements form what we call the context for the
proposed theory. The elements in the context of the
theory can then be used for building the content of
the theory. So, a theory is a couple <C, T> where C
is the context of the theory and T is its content.
Both the picking up of elements, in order to make
up the context of the theory, and their
manipulations, in order to build its content, are
performed according to certain operators, called
theory constructors.

Since the elements of the background are a set
of cases, factor-rules, teleological links, preference
between factor-rules, and preferences between
values, than the context of the theory will be
represented by a quintet <Cs, Fs, Ts, RPs, VPs>,
where Cs is a set of case descriptors, Fs is a set of
factor-rules, Ts is a set of teleological links, RPs is
a set of preferences between rules, VPs is a set of
preferences between values. The content of the
theory, instead, as we have seen, will be a set of
rules, which will be either extracted from the
context or constructed from it.

We propose twelve theory constructors to
enable theories to be built up using the background.
This includes both providing a context to the theory
and using the context to build the content of the
theory.

1 .  I n c l u de - ca se
The include-case constructor simply takes a case (a
precedent or an hypothetical) from the background,

and puts it into the context of the theory. However,
it is not necessary that the party introducing one
case should describe it by using all features of that
case: the party may use only those features that are
convenient for supporting his or her position. If <c1,
{f1, …fn}, d> is a case, then let us say <c1, {g1,
…gn}, d>, where {g1, …, gn} is a subset {f1, …, fn},
d> is an abstraction of  <c1, {f1, …, fn}, d>.  In
other words, an abstraction of a case-description is
simply another description of the case, where some
factors have been omitted. So include-case consists
in taking an abstraction of a case from the
background and inputting it in the theory-context.

A party can profit from including a case-
abstraction in the context of his or her theory only
if the theory is capable of explaining the case, i.e.,
the theory must imply, for the description that the
party has given to that case, the decision which was
made in that case (as established by the judges in a
precedent, or as established by a shared intuition, in
a hypothetical).

In other words, if the party proposing the
theory <C,T> has introduced in C a case <c1, f1, …
fn, d> than T ∪  {f1, … fn} should imply d. When
this implication holds we say that the theory
explains the case.

2 .  I n c l u de - f a c to r
The include-factor constructor simply amounts to
the recognition that a certain possible feature of the
cases in the context of theory is a factor for a
certain conclusion. Since a factor is specified by
the corresponding factor-rule, including a factor
consist in inputting the corresponding factor rule
into the theory context. The inclusion of a factor-
rule fi � d will usually be accompanied by a
refinement of the representation of the cases, i.e. by
a including factor fi among the features included in
the abstractions of the relevant cases.

3 .  I n c l u de -va l ue
Including a value vj, in a theory involves adding to
the context of the theory the teleological link R
promotes vj, where R is a rule in the context of the
theory.

4 .  F a c to r s - me r g i ng
The constructor factors-merging builds more
complex rules on the basis of simpler ones. The
idea is that by joining factors supporting the same
conclusion, we obtain a stronger factor pointing to
that same conclusion. This can be viewed as a
rudimentary formalisation of the so-called a fortiori
argument. In other words, from any two rules,
included in the context of the theory

α � γ, β � γ

one can input into the theory the rule:
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α ∧ β � γ, 

More generally, given any non-empty set of n rules
(n > 0) {f1� γ, ...,  fn � γ} in the context of a
theory, one can add the rule f1  ∧ ... ∧ fn � γ to the
theory.

5 .  Va l ue s - me rg i ng
The constructor values-merging builds more
complex teleological links from simpler ones. We
can assume that when two rules (having the same
conclusion) promote different (sets of) values, then
the new rule obtained by merging those rules
promotes all those values (the union of those sets).
In other words, from any two teleological links:

1. “α � γ” promotes V1, and
2. “β � γ”  promotes V2

in the context of a theory, one can add to the theory
the following:

“α & β � γ” promotes {V1 ∪  V2}.

More generally, given that the background of a
theory contain a set of teleological links {“f1 � γ”
promotes V1, …, fn � γ promotes V1} one can add
to the theory, the link “f1 ∧  … ∧  fn  � γ” promotes
V1 ∪  … ∪  V2.

6 .  A na lo g y
The seventh theory constructor, analogy consists in
introducing a more general rule on the basis of a
more specific one, already contained in the theory.
So, if the theory contains (α & β � γ), one may
expand the theory with (α � γ) or (β � γ).  This is
often termed "broadening the rule". More generally,
given that a theory contain the rule f1 ∧  … ∧  fn

 � γ,  one can add the rule g1 ∧  … ∧  gm

 � γ, where {g1, … , gm} ⊂ { f1, … , fn}

7 .  I n c l u de - e x p la na to ry -p r e fe re nc e
The constructor include-explanatory-preference
introduces preferences between rules or values such
preferences can provide an explanation of a case
the party wants to include in his or her theory. More
precisely, given the following preconditions

•  The content T of the theory <C,T>does not
explain all precedents C0, …, Cn included
in C,

•  T  ∪  {P0, …, Pn} explains all those
precedents, where each Pi is either a rule
preference  between rules or a preference
between values},

•  no subset S of {P0, …, Pn} is such that T
∪  S explains all of C0, …, Cn,

then we can add {P0, …, Pn} to T.

8 .  I n c l u de -a r b i t rary - pr e f ere n ce
The constructor include-arbitrary-preference
allows the introduction of a new preference
between rules or between values, which is not
necessary for explaining precedents, nor supported
from values, but is required to allow the theory to
imply (for the target case), the result which is
wished by the party.  More exactly given the
following preconditions:

•  the content T of theory <C, T> does not
explain why the target case c should have
decision d, as wished the concerned party,

•  T  ∪  {P0, …, Pn} explains c, where each Pi
is either a rule preference  between rules or
a preference between values,

•  no subset S of {P0, …, Pn} is such that T
∪  S explains c,

then the party can add {P0, …, Pn} to C.

9 .  R u le - pr e fe re nc e s - f ro m-v a l ue -
pr e fe re nc es
The constructor rule-preferences-from-value-
preferences introduces into a theory, preferences
between rules on the basis of preferences between
values (as implied by that theory). More precisely,
given that a theory implies all of the following

1. V1 > V2
2. R1 promotes V1, and
3. R2 promotes V2,

one can add to the theory the new preference: R1 >
R2. The idea is that rules promoting more important
values are stronger than those promoting less
important values. An alternative way of
implementing this idea consists in adding to each
theory the rule: V1 > V2 ∧  R1 promotes V1 ∧  R2

promotes V2  � R1 > R2.

1 0 .  Va l ue - pr e fe re nc e s - f r o m- r u l e -
pr e fe re nc es
The constructor is value-preferences-from-rule-
preferences introduces into a theory, preferences
between values on the basis of preferences between
rules (as implied by that theory). More precisely,
given that a theory implies all of the following:

1. R1 > R2
2. R1 promotes V1, and
3. R2 promotes V2,

one can also introduce in the theory V1 > V2. This
corresponds to the idea that preferences between
sets of factors (i.e., between the corresponding
rules) express and order over the underlying values.

1 1 .  R u le s -o rd er in g
The constructor rules-ordering provides simple
ordering over rules based on the factors they
contain. The idea is simply that rules which make a
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conclusion depend upon a larger sets of factors are
stronger than rules which make that same
conclusion depend  upon a smaller set: “f1 ∧  ... ∧ fn

� d” >  “g1 ∧  ... ∧ gm � d”  if { g1, … , gm} ⊂ { f1,
… , fn}.

12 .  Va l ue s -o rd er i ng
The constructor Values-ordering provides a
ordering over sets of values. Let us adopt a very
simple characterisation of this ordering. A non-
empty set of values V1 is superior to a set of values
V2  (V1 > V2)  if

•  V2 is empty, or
•  V1 and V2 can be partitioned respectively

into two subsets [V1a, V1b] and [V2a, V2b]
such that V1a > V2a and  V1b = V2b.

Note that in particular, any set of values is superior
to any of its proper subsets.

4. Assessing Theories

With the theory-constructors presented above, each
of the two parties, using materials from the same
background, will produce theories which support
opposed conclusions for the target case (Π’s
theories will imply P for Young, while ∆’s theories
will imply ¬P for the same case). Our basic idea is
that this does not impede the possibility that the
parties converge on a reasonable result. If the
parties agree that one of their competing theory is
the best one, then both of them should accept the
result implied by that theory, or at least acquiesce
to it.

We therefore need to provide some criteria for
assessing theories. The abstract paradigm to
measure the comparative strength of the competing
theories will be the idea of coherence. We will not
try to provide a precise notion of coherence, nor an
exhaustive one (for coherence in the law, cf. among
others, Alexy & Peczenik 1990). We will just put
forward some properties of theories that seem
relevant to this idea in the present domain. We
indeed believe that there are a number of grounds
on which one theory should be preferred to a rival
one.

•  Cases-coverage: The theory explains more
cases.

•  Cases-description: The theory provides a more
thorough description of the cases it considers.

•  Non-arbitrariness: The theory contains fewer
propositions which are unsupported by the
evidence, i.e. fewer propositions introduced
through the include-arbitrary-preference
theory constructor.

•  Factors-coverage: The theory takes into
consideration a larger number of factors.

•  Explanatory-safety: The theory contains
weaker explanatory assumptions, i.e. it

succeeds in explaining the evidence by making
weaker assumptions. An assumption is weaker
than some other assumption if it entails, but is
not entailed by it.

•  Analogical-stability. The analogies supported
by the theory do not defeat the conclusions
derivable from it, while this is the case for the
rival theory.  In regard to an analogically stable
theory, no application of the analogy theory
constructor would overturn the conclusion.

Obviously these criteria might conflict. We will not
provide here any principle for resolving conflicting
evaluations of coherence.   So, when a theory T1
scores better under certain criteria, while a theory
T2 scores better under other criteria, their conflicts
will remain undecided, as far as our model is
concerned. In such a case, we say that T1 is strictly
non-inferior to T2 However, when T1 scores better
than T2 under certain criteria, and the two theories
are equivalent in regard to the others, we may
conclusively establish that T1 is strictly superior to
T2.

The convergence of both parties into the best
theory will be facilitated by the procedure presented
in the following paragraph.

5. Process

Elsewhere (Prakken 2000) it has been shown that
reasoning with values associated with factors
exhibited in cases can be represented using the
logic described in Prakken and Sartor (1997). Here
we will give a procedural account, in terms of
theory refinement.

An overview of the process is as follows:

•  The argument takes place in the context of a
yet undecided case, the Target Case. This is
the initial starting point for theory construction
and must be described and explained by both
sides. The two sides will, however, cite the
target case by giving to it opposite outcomes
(Π wants to explain why TC’s outcome should
be P, and ∆ wants to explain why TC’s
outcome should  be  ¬P).

•  One side proposes a theory. This is built from
the background using the theory constructors.
The theory consists of two parts: the context of
the theory, and the context of the theory. The
context includes all elements (the target case,
precedents, factor-rules, teleological links,
rule-preferences, value-preferences) which  the
party has picked up from the background. The
content of the theory is the set of rules which
the party has constructed using those elements.
The content of the theory must both explain
why all precedents in the background were
decided as they were, and why the target case
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should have the decision with which it is cited
(the decision wished by the  party citing it).

•  The other side must now refine this theory,
using the theory constructors, so to provide a
new theory. To produce a new theory, the
party may remove only certain elements from
the last theory of the adversary: only sentences
relying on the include-arbitrary-preference
and  include-explanatory-preference theory
constructors, may be removed from the
previous theory  (the latter, only if the
concerned case is still explained after the
removal of the preference ). The new theory so
produced must be non inferior (strictly non-
inferior or strictly-superior) to the be previous
theory, and obviously it must explain why the
CS should have an opposite  outcome.

•  Once a new theory has been produced in this
way, the original side has an opportunity to
refine this new theory, to produce a new non-
inferior theory with the desired outcome as a
consequence.

•  If the last theory of the sequence is only strictly
non-inferior to penultimate theory, that the
next move can consist in a pass, so that it is up
to party which produced the last theory to
move again.

•  The process continues until a side is unable to
produce a non-inferior new theory with the
desired consequence.

When the process stops two situations can be
distinguished. If the last move is a pass, then the
dialogue has ended with a draw: no party was able
to find a theory strictly superior to one theory of the
other.  If the last move is not a pass, than the party
who put forward the last move has won the dispute:
his theory is strictly better than any theory of the
adversary.

Let us see how this would work in our
example. We will suppose that Pierson and Keeble
form the background, and that the target case is
Young.

Suppose the defendant ∆ starts.
∆  must includes in the context of her theory the
target case Young, which she describes through the
features C and F, and to which she ascribes the
decision ¬P. She chooses, using include-case, to
add an abstraction of Pierson (feature C, and
decision ¬P). She then uses include-factor to
specify that C is the decisive factor which explains
both why Pierson was decided how it was, and why
Young should be decided the same way. This
consists in bringing in the rule C � ¬P.. C is
present in both Pierson and Young, so that in both
cases the content of the theory (using rule C � ¬P)
will explain the desired consequence ¬P. Thus the
initial theory (T1) comprises:

THEORY: T1 by ∆
CONTEXT
Target case: Young {C: ¬P }
Precedents: Pierson {C: ¬P}
Factor-rules: C � ¬P
Teleological links: None
Rule Priorities: None
Value Priorities: None
CONTENT
C � ¬P

The plaintiff Π, who wishes to establish the
consequence P in Young could refine this theory in
several ways. One way would be to extend the
description of Young, so to add the feature A, and
to include this feature as a factor, supported by the
value MProd. This would consist in bringing into
the context the rule A � P.
The following result would then be obtained

CONTEXT
Target case: Young {C, A: P}
Precedents: Pierson {C : ¬P}
Factor-rules: C � ¬P, A � P
Teleological links: None
Rule Priorities: None
Value Priorities: None
CONTENT
C � ¬P
A � P

However, this theory would be unsuccessful, since
although it explains all precedents, it fails to
provide the target case with the decision desired by
Π. The desired conclusion P is not implied by the
theory, since it offers arguments for both P and
¬P, without providing criteria for a choice between
them. For the theory to imply P,  Π needs to add
rule priority “A � P” > “C � ¬P”. He could add
this priority using include-arbitrary-preference.  He
would then obtain a theory the content of which
implies P, since this theory would allow us to
establish that the argument {A,  A � P} prevails
over (strictly defeats) the argument {C, C � ¬P}
However,  such a move would be of little value,
since ∆ could delete this preference and add her
own equally arbitrary preference “C � ¬P” > “A
� P”.

Π should therefore also include Keeble, which
was found for the plaintiff (decision P), and which
included both factors A and C. Keeble’s decision
can be explained by assuming that the judges
considered that A � P was to be preferred to C �
¬P. Since the preference A � P > C � ¬P allows
the plaintiff’s theory to explain a precedent
(Keeble), then Π can add it to the theory, by
appealing to the constructor include-explanatory-
preference . The new theoretical framework (T2) is
thus:
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THEORY: T2, by Π
CONTEXT
Target case: Young {C: P}
Precedents: Pierson {C: ¬P}, Keeble {A, C: P},
Factor-rules: C � ¬P; A � P
Teleological links: None
Rule Priorities: “A � P” > “C � ¬P”
Value Order: None
CONTENT
C � ¬P
A � P
“A � P” > “C � ¬P”

Theory T2 is a better theory than T1, since it covers
more cases and more factors, is equally safe,
equally analogically stable and contains no
arbitrary elements. Now the defendant can try to
refine this theory.

There are no more cases for ∆ to introduce.
There do, however, remain two as yet unused
factors, B and D: B was present in Keeble only, and
D is present in Young only. Suppose that ∆
considers factor B, so that she brings in the context
the rule B � P. Then ∆ can use factors-merging to
add to the content of the theory A∧ B � P, and she
can use include-explanatory-preference  to add the
rule priority A∧ B � P > C � ¬P, in order to
explain Keeble. Note that the rule priority   “A �
P” > “C � ¬P is no longer justified by include-
explanatory-preference  (it does not explain Keeble
any longer). So, ∆ is entitled to remove it.

She would then obtain the following result:

CONTEXT
Target case: Young {A, C: ¬P}
Precedents: Pierson {C: ¬P}, Keeble {A, B, C: P},
Factor-rules: C � ¬P; A � P; B � P;
Teleological links: None
Rule Priorities: “A � P” > “C � ¬P”,
 “A ∧  B� P” > “C � ¬P”
Value Order: None
CONTENT
C � ¬P
A � P
A ∧  B � P
“A ∧  B� P” > “C � ¬P

However, this theory is still not satisfactory for
∆, since it fails to justify ¬P in Young. By adding
Young’s facts to the theory, we obtain no justified
conclusion: P and ¬P are both supported only by
the conflicting non-prioritises defensible arguments
{A,  A � P} and {C, C � ¬P}.

To make so that her theory implies ¬P in
Young, ∆ would need to arbitrarily add the
preference “C � ¬P” > “A � P”. However, such a
line of argument would be inconclusive: Π could

then produce an equally good theory by removing
this and arbitrarily introducing again “A � P” > “C
� ¬P” instead. Note that the avoidance of the use
of B is in accord with the argument in Berman and
Hafner (1993) which suggests that the ownership of
the land is a red herring which should not be
considered.

But suppose ∆  considers factor D instead. This
would amount to introducing in the context of the
theory T2 above, the factor rule D � ¬P. Now ∆
can introduce using factors-merging a new rule C ∧
D � ¬P. This would lead to the following result:

CONTEXT
Target case: Young {A, C, D: ¬P}
Precedents: Pierson {C: ¬P}, Keeble {A, C: P},
Factor-rules: C � ¬P; A � P; D � ¬P;
Teleological links: None
Rule Priorities: “A � P” > “C � ¬P”
Value Order: None
CONTENT
C � ¬P
A  � ¬P
A ∧  D � ¬P
“A � P” > “C � ¬P”

This result still would not be satisfactory for ∆,
since this theory also fails to justify ¬P in Young:
in Young there are the two conflicting defensible
argument {A,  A � P} and  {C, D, A ∧  D � ¬P}.
The solution consists in moving to teleological
reasoning. Let us assume that ∆  brings in values
for the factors implied in the Young case, i.e. the
following teleological links: “A � P” promotes
MProd,  “C � ¬P” promotes Llit, “D � ¬P”
promotes Mprod.

Using values-merging ∆ can then introduce the
teleological link “C ∧  D � ¬P” promotes {LLit,
MProd}. Now since {LLit,MProd} > MProd, rule-
preferences-from-values will also justify the
introduction of the rule priority “C ∧  D � ¬P” >
“A � P”. This in turn will allow the desired
consequence ¬P to the implied by the resulting
theory. So the next theory is:

THEORY: T3 by ∆
CONTEXT
Target case: Young {A, C, D: ¬P}
Precedents: Pierson {C: ¬P}, Keeble {A, C: P},
Factor-rules: A � P; B � P; C � ¬P; D � ¬P
Teleological links: “A � P” promotes Mprod; “C
� ¬P” promotes LLit;  “D � ¬P” promotes
MProd
Rule Priorities: “A � P” > “C � ¬P”, “C ∧  D �
¬P > A � P”
Value Order: {MProd, LLit} > Llit
CONTENT
C � ¬P
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A  � P
“A � P” > “C � ¬P
“C � ¬P” promotes Llit
“A � P” promotes Mprod
“D � ¬P” promotes Mprod
“C ∧  D � ¬P” promotes {LLit, MProd}
{LLit, MProd} > MProd
“C ∧  D � ¬P” > “A � P”

T3 is superior to T2 because it consider an extra
factor in the cases, i.e. D. At this point the Π has no
response. Only B can be added, and although this
will improve Π 's theory by allowing the
explanatory safer “A∧ B � P” > “C � ¬P”, this
weakens Π 's case. The preference “A � P” > “C �
¬P”, on Π relies for his argument that Young
should be decided for P, would then become
arbitrary (not being needed for explaining Keeble).
Note that at this stage, introducing an arbitrary
priority would not help Π .  The required priority A
� P > C ∧  D � ¬P, cannot be introduced since it
contradicts the priority established in T3 by rule-
preferences-from-values. Thus the best, most
refined, theory supports the defendant’s request that
Young’s decision be ¬P (which was indeed the
result which the judges achieved in that case). One
way for the plaintiff to continue to argue for P,
would possibly be to argue that factor-rule A � P
promotes value MProd much more that rule  C ∧  D
� ¬P, and that this outweighs the contribution that
the latter rule does to LLit. We will not go into this
aspect, which would require a more complex
account of values and of their ordering (so to keep
into account also quantitative aspects).

Let us now assume that Young has been
decided as we just showed (which is what the
judges did) but that a New Case (NC) arises where
both Π and ∆ were professional hunters, but Π was
hunting on his own land. Let us consider what
theory Π may try to develop (in the awareness of
how Young was decided) to argue for P in NC.
Now Π has an interest in introducing B (the fact
that he was on his own land). Introducing B gives
the opportunity to use values-merging to add “A∧ B
� P” promotes {MProd,MSec}. This is still
insufficient for the T3 to imply P in NC, since there
is no priority between the competing rules A ∧  B �
P and  C∧  D� ¬P.  Suppose, however, that Π
claims that MSec > LLit (having more security is
more important than having less litigation). Then,
according to value-ordering {MProd,MSec} >
{MProd, LLit}.  Π is now able to add using rule-
preferences-from-values “A∧ B � P” > “C ∧  D �
¬P”, and so achieve P as consequence.

THEORY: T3 by ∆
CONTEXT
Target case: NC {A, B, C, D: ¬P}

Precedents: Pierson {C: ¬P}, Keeble {A, B, C: P},
Young {A, C, D:  P},
Factor-rules: A � P; B � P; C � ¬P; D � ¬P
Teleological links: “A � P” promotes Mprod; “B
� P” promotes Msec; “C � ¬P” promotes LLit;
“D � ¬P” promotes Mprod
Rule Priorities: “A ∧  B � P” > “C � ¬P”; “C ∧
D � ¬P” > “A � P”
Value Order: MProd > Llit; {MProd,MSec} >
{MProd, LLit}.
CONTENT
C � ¬P
A ∧ Β  � P
C∧  D� ¬P
“A ∧ Β   � P” > “C � ¬P
“C∧  D� ¬P” > “A  � P”
 “A  ∧ Β � P” promotes {Mprod, Llit}
“C ∧ D � ¬P” promotes {Mprod, Msed}
{LLit, MProd} > {Msec, Mprod}
“C ∧  D � ¬P” > “A ∧  B � P”

The theory is better in that it includes another
factor, but it relies on an arbitrary assumption of a
value preference (MProd > LLit). This assumption
is arbitrary in the sense that it is not supported by
the case law: Π will need to substantiate it through
moral-political arguments. The defendant would
have to challenge this arbitrary assumption, but to
produce a theory capable of yielding ¬P he would
need to add his own arbitrary value preference, that
LLit > MSec.

Such a dispute can not be resolved by
appealing to past cases, but if we consider a further
hypothetical where the defendant is pursuing his
livelihood on the land of another (often termed
"poaching"), we may well share an intuition that the
legal system wishes to support MSec > LLit, and
find for the plaintiff.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have put forward an account of
arguing from legal cases which makes use of
values, and which depends on the opponents
putting forward theories, rather than single
propositions. The argument proceeds as a process
of incremental refinement of an opponent’s theory,
so as to reverse the significant consequences. We
believe the advantages of this approach are as
follows.

•  The inclusion of values allows for more refined
argument moves, and resolves disputes which
could not be resolved without them. Values are
recognised e.g. (Perleman 1980) as necessary
to produce convincing arguments.

•  Refining a theory means that ones opponent is
committed to the core of the theory; since the
refinement is required to be demonstrably
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superior to its predecessor, this should ensure
that a fair arguer should find it convincing.

•  Presenting a theory both presents a more
natural dialogue, rather than the rather staccato
exchanges of e.g. Lodder (1998). Moreover it
means that statements come with a context:
consideration of the truth a statement out of
context is notoriously difficult.

We believe that our approach provides an
interesting way of tackling reasoning with
precedents in case law, and which enables the
resolution of disputes which cannot be resolved
without recourse to values. As such it provides
evidence of the important role that values play in
dialectics.

This is very much current, on-going work. The
framework needs to be refined, and some of the
assumptions we have made relaxed and further
explored, and implementation issues must be
considered. Additionally we will want to explore
how the history of the domain as revealed in the
full text decisions might be made use of. On
implementation, our current view is that the theory
constructors, together with constraints supplied by
the process as described above will provide a
sufficient set of pre- and post- conditions to enable
to process to be represented as a dialogue game
capable of reasonably straightforward
implementation.
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Proposed enhancements to a Debating System

De Boni M, Grierson A, Moore D, Palmer-Brown D, School of Computing, Leeds
Metropolitan University, Beckett Park Leeds LS6 3QS UK

Introduction

Our interest in computational dialectics is primarily concerned with exploring the
possibility of using dialectical models as the basis for enhanced interactions within
computer based learning environments. Much of our work to date has centred around a
system that will engage its student in educational debate on controversial issues such as
capital punishment. The system adopts “DC” (Mackenzie 1979) as its dialogue model, and
thus far has restricted its input and output capabilities to a set of pre-determined
propositions. This paper will consider how the system might be extended in both its output
characteristics, via multimedia and natural language generation, and its input characteristics,
via a parsing system. A potential role for belief logics in strategy formation will also be
highlighted.

The debating system

In our prototype debating system, the computer (C) seeks the student's (S's) opinion on a
controversial subject, adopts the opposing view and invites S to participate in debate on that
subject. This it is held may foster the student’s debating skills and level of critical
awareness, and make him more aware of the substantive issues involved (Moore and Hobbs
1996). The scope for application is wide, we argue, for as Self points out: “... it is rarely
possible to define a unique 'correct' viewpoint to be communicated to a student” (Self 1992,
cf. Bouwer 1998).

A fundamental element of any computer dialogue system is the dialogue model. A common
approach is to use dialogue games as the basis for suitable dialogue interactions. A dialogue
game can be seen as a prescriptive set of rules, regulating the participants as they make
moves in the dialogues. These rules legislate as to permissible sequences of moves, and also
as to the effect of moves on participants' “commitment stores”, conceived as records of
statements made or accepted. The essential argument for adoption of such a framework as
the dialogue model is that since the games purport to be models of “what is fair and
reasonable in argument and criticism” (Walton 1985, cf. Bouwer 1999), then constraining
both computer and user to such a game will, if the game is valid, yield “fair and reasonable”
dialogue, and thus yield discussions of the sort argued for earlier. Further, by constraining
dialogue to a specific set of move types, each defined in terms of its effect on commitment
stores, a model based on dialogue games is able to bypass the need for complex pragmatic
parsing (Pilkington 1992) whilst still providing the opportunity for educationally useful
interactions (Moore 1993).



There are many precedents for the use of dialogue game theory in a computational context
(e.g. Gordon 1994, Pilkington 1998, Ravenscroft & Hartley 1999, Bench-Capon et al 1998,
Amgoud and Maudet 2000). A number of different dialogue games have been adopted and
developed within this research (cf. Maudet & Evrard 1998, Moore and Hobbs 1996). Our
current debating system uses a modified version of the dialectical system “DC” (Mackenzie
1979). Having established a debate as outlined earlier, C rules as to the legality of the type
and content of S's moves, in line with DC’s set of dialogue rules. Assuming S’s move is
deemed legal, the commitment stores of both S and C may need to be updated, as specified
by DC’s set of commitment rules, and the dialogue history updated. Next, C selects a
suitable move type and content with which to respond to S's move. S in turn makes his
response, causing the cycle to start again, until one or other party either “wins”, or
withdraws through lack of time or interest.

To play its part in such a dialogue, C needs to adopt a suitable strategy (cf. Bench-Capon
1998). Such a strategy will enable a link between the logic of argumentation, as modelled
by the dialogue game, and the semantics of discourse (Moore 1993). For example,
strategic considerations are needed to enable C to select between legally available move
types and propositional content. A suitable strategy is also seen as the means of allowing
C to maintain relevance, in line with Walton’s dialectical definition of relevance (Walton
1998).

We argue, on the basis of experimental studies of people using the DC framework, that
there are three levels of decisions to consider (cf. Moore and Hobbs 1996, Pilkington et al
1992). At level 1 the issue is whether to retain or change the current focus. At level 2 there
are again two alternatives for C. It can seek to demolish S’s position, that is seek to have him
remove from his Commitment Store (CS) propositions which he has used to support his
thesis. The ultimate aim is to remove all support of S's position. Alternatively, C can build
its own position, by making statements the acceptance of which, or asking questions the
answers to which, ultimately imply the truth of its thesis. At level 3 the decision involves
which method to adopt in fulfilment of the objective set at levels 1 and 2. Detailed heuristics
have been suggested for level 3 (see Moore 1993).

In order to engage in debate, C’s knowledge base must be represented in such a way as to
enable provision of statements that can be used in response to questions, and of statements
that can be used to support other statements. Satisfaction of these two requirements will
provide the knowledge to enable C to operationalise the strategies discussed earlier. There is
a variety of ways of representing the system’s domain knowledge to provide these services,
e.g. via rhetorical structure theory (Pilkington et al 1992), a justification-based truth-
maintenance system (Quignard and Baker 1997) or “viewpoints” (Finch 1998).

Our current debate prototype, however, borrows from Bench-Capon et al’s utilisation of
Toulmin’s argument schema (Bench-Capon et al 1990); essentially the schema requires
propositions to be linked via “evidence” or “rebuttal” relationships. Nodes are created to
hold the propositions that may be used in the dialogue. This may be done by the system
designer, or by some domain “expert”, or, in a school setting, by a member of the student



body, since the creation of the resulting conceptual map might itself be of educational
benefit (cf. Bouwer 1999). These are then linked using constructs from Bench-Capon et al’s
schema. The result is that C has a set of propositions, with evidence and rebuttal
relationships, which it can use as its knowledge base for the debate. Retalis et al (1996) take
a similar approach to knowledge representation in their “devil’s advocate” system, albeit
with different relations between propositions. The set of propositions is made available to S
in a separate “domain” window; the encoded evidence and rebuttal links between the
propositions are not shown to S, since this would detract from the requirement imposed on S
to build his own argument given the available information. This approach provides a short-
term answer to the issue of student input, in that the contents of the nodes can furnish S's
substantive moves, and a blank node is available to cater for S disenchantment with those on
offer (cf. Retalis et al 1996, Bench-Capon 1998).

This, then, is our current human-computer debate prototype. Empirical observation of the
system in use by learners is required. In the meantime, preliminary formative evaluation
via cognitive walkthrough with an educational expert (Trott 1999), whilst generally
encouraging, raises two important issues, currently under investigation. First, there is a
danger that dialogues produced via DC could tend to become formulaic or rigid, thus
supporting Bench-Capon’s concern that such dialogues can be “rather stilted” (Bench-
Capon 1998). Second, there is a need for extra sophistication in the strategic heuristics.
Currently C will adopt a devil’s advocate role for all propositions. This can be
discouraging to a user and, worse, may be misleading where the object of the attack is to
all practical purposes a matter of indisputable fact. Rather, it may be encouraging to the
student to confirm support for his arguments where further factual evidence that supports
their statement is available in the knowledge base. The aim would be that C is more
supportive to the student by providing support for arguments where possible, but remains
argumentative in that it adopts a devil’s advocate approach to widen the debate where
appropriate.

Current work is concerned with means of addressing these issues by providing for a
wider range of types of dialogue than the “pure” debate currently catered for, and by
investigating ways of enhancing the dialogue model to cater for group discussions within
computer supported collaborative argumentation (Maudet and Moore 1999, Maudet and
Moore 2000). The current paper seeks to add to this work by extending the dialogue
model in both a “forward” and “backward” direction. The forward approach involves
enhancing the dialogue game model via a multimedia facility and via a natural language
generation facility. The backwards extension involves arranging for the dialogue model
to be underpinned by a parsing system to enable a wider range of user input and by a
belief logic system to enable greater sophistication in strategy formation. The remainder
of this paper will be concerned with these extensions.

Multimedia enhancements

We suggest that educational multimedia systems and computer-based debate can work to
each other’s mutual advantage in four ways.



First, multimedia may be used as an initial stimulus to encourage students to enter debate
in the first place. Footage of philosophers in discussion might engender a philosophical
debate, for example. Extracts from a video documentary about abortion might set the
scene for, and encourage participation in, a debate about whether and under what
circumstances abortion should be allowed. This is an example of what Laurillard (1995)
sees as the computer “[supporting] the learner in what is otherwise only possible through
real-world experience”, and as video offering “at least vicarious experience of the world”.
Secondly, during the debate per se, hypermedia principles can be used to enable the
student to clarify points and lines of argument he does not understand, and to look up
relevant facts about empirical matters. A prima facie weakness of our dialectical
framework is the restricted range of question types it allows. However, arranging for key
points of the computer’s dialogue contribution to be represented as hypermedia nodes, so
that in effect the debate is suspended whilst points are clarified and empirical matters are
pursued, in a similar manner to Walton’s “interludes” in negotiation dialogue (Walton
1998), is expected to overcome this problem. The position is analogous to that taken in
Gordon’s “Zeno” system (Gordon 1996), where hypertext links are seen as potentially
able to “reduce the ‘rigidity’ of Zeno’s formal logic”. Suitable hypermedia links may also
enable users to clarify their understanding of concepts within the propositions used in the
debate, such that they enter the “cognitive environment” (Tindale 1992) required for the
debate to work.

These two approaches to using multimedia within argumentation systems can be seen as
use of the multimedia facility to enhance the service provided by the dialogue facility.
Conversely, we can see the next approach as using the dialogue facility provided by
dialogue games to enhance a standard multimedia presentation. For the approach here is
to seek to cater for reflection by the student during and after presentation of material from
a multimedia package. Hartley (1993) refers to the need for “interactive debriefs”, as
does Laurillard (1995), and the use of dialogue games promises on-line provision of at
least part of such a reflective debrief process.

The final way in which educational multimedia systems and computer-based debate can
work to each other’s mutual advantage, we refer to as “full integration”. Here the
computer will use, where appropriate, a range of media as its contribution to the debate,
so that the computer will, on its various turns in the debate, use text, audio, graphics,
video, or some combination thereof, as its dialogue contribution. An important issue here
will be how C will determine the content of this contribution. This issue is discussed
elsewhere (Moore 2000).

Natural language generation

The idea here is that the dialogue game model be enhanced by natural language output,
thus enabling users to engage more freely with the system. Here we draw on our research
into the use of multi-sentential natural language generation in a learning environment
(Pilkington & Grierson 1996). Specifically, we are investigating the Komet-Penman
Multilingual (KPML) development environment sentence generation system (Bateman
1995) as a “black-box generator”, acting as a front end to the dialogue game system. This



will involve several phases. First, a delineation of the various different speech-acts which
the dialogue game would require for natural language output. This will enable an
investigation of the rhetorical structure of these acts. This in turn enables the building of
an ontology representing the concepts used within the required dialogue game natural
language output and an investigation of coherent multi-sentential output planning and its
use within dialogue games.

Parsing

The current prototype debate system simulates a dialogue; at the end of each turn the
users interact with the system through a menu which forces them to make a choice from a
number of options, thus eliminating the need for a parser. We propose to build upon this
prototype, with the ultimate aim of allowing the user to “converse” freely (or as near as is
possible and desirable) with the system. Ultimately the system could incorporate voice
recognition and production sub-systems.

One approach is to utilise parser-free natural language interaction. An example of such
interaction occurs in the Hypertutor environment (Palmer-Brown et al 2000, Edwards et
al 1996, Long et al 1995). The knowledge is represented by dual typed semantic
hyperlinks between nodes. A simple meta-grammar defines the allowable utterance
structures, but particular menus and option lists are dynamically generated and updated,
according to the domain lexicon (the nodes) and the context.

Another approach involves modelling the dialogue between the system and the user as a
state-transition diagram (see McTear 1998), with the system completely controlling the
dialogue (see fig. 1). At this stage only a minimum parse of the user input would be
necessary and the result may well be a more user-unfriendly version of the current debate
system. This would however provide an insight into the type of utterances the system
would eventually have to cope with. These utterances would constitute the restricted
dialogue domain the system would have to interpret and respond to, avoiding the
necessity of producing an (impossible) AI-complete application. At this point the system
would be expanded upon, probably on similar lines to the dialogue manager proposed by
Traum and Allen (1994) (see fig. 2).

A crucial aspect of all this is the interpretation of the user’s utterances. Initially we
propose to work along the lines of Pereira and Warren (1980) and Pereira and Shieber
(1987), mapping simple input sentences to logic propositions by translating the user input
into a definite clause grammar. This will then be expanded upon to cope with the more
complex utterances used in an argumentation system.

At this point various approaches become possible. The grammar formalism could be
modified or augmented to cope with these more complex cases. Another possibility is the
use of statistical approaches to natural language processing (for example the probabilistic
parsing described in Manning and Schuetze 1999), or a connectionist approach to
parsing. Both of these approaches are promising in that the parser can be trained or
optimised on a corpus that contains examples of utterances that are representative of the



domain. A modular connectionist parser (Tepper 2000; Tepper et al 1995a, b) has been
shown to be capable of learning a wide range of utterance types, by generalisation from
training sentences in a corpus. The parser was trained from the LPC (Lancaster Parsed
Corpus) which contains sentences from diverse sources (books, reports, newspapers on
various subjects). Generalisation manifests itself in three ways. Firstly, sentence
structures occurring in training are encountered elsewhere and having been assimilated
are recognised and therefore correctly parsed. Secondly, sentence structures not included
in training are often parsed precisely as defined in the corpus; and finally, in cases where
the parse differs from that recorded in the corpus, the underlying semantics are frequently
preserved such that the resultant knowledge definition would be identical. Another
possible approach would be to combine techniques used in Information Retrieval systems
(starting with, for example, Cardie 1993) with the BDI (belief, desire and intention)
models developed by Allen, Cohen, Perrault and colleagues (see Allen, 1995).

A Role for Belief logic

One of the apparent attractions of dialogue game models from the computational perspective
is their use of “commitment” rather than “belief”. Most theorists lay great stress on this
distinction, despite the occasionally expressed view that commitments can be intuitively
seen as beliefs (Walton 1984), and that a player's commitment store may already contain
propositions at the outset of dialogue (Hamblin 1970, Walton 1989).  Thus, for example,
Mackenzie:

A commitment in the sense in which we are interested may be momentary
and it need not be a belief at all.  Beliefs, whatever they are, can be kept
private.  Commitments .... must be public.  Participants need neither believe
their commitments, nor commit themselves to their beliefs (Mackenzie 1981:
162).

Hamblin argues that "if commitments were the same as beliefs it would be impossible for
anyone ever to tell a lie" (Hamblin 1987: 240). This separation of commitment from belief
might initially seem unfortunate from the educational point of view, since commitments
need not be sincerely held, so that a debate of potential educational value could degenerate
into a casual gathering of commitments, with no effect on long term or sincerely held
beliefs.  This should be at least partially overcome by the arrangement of allowing the
student to select his view on the issue, and in any event the ability to support propositions
other than those believed by oneself could be seen as educationally valuable, encouraging
the student to see issues from other angles and appreciate alternative arguments.  Further,
and crucially from the computational perspective, the separation of commitment from belief
has the advantage that one can allow for machines to argue, in principle at least (Hamblin
1970), without having to concede that they have beliefs (Mackenzie 1979).

Nevertheless, despite this emphasis on commitment rather than belief, there is a potentially
important role for the latter to play. For a suitable computational strategy is essential if the
abstract requirements of the dialogue game model are to be put to computational use. And to
develop and use a suitable strategy, the computer needs to manage beliefs about the current



dialogue state, about the current user state and about its own knowledge base. We believe
therefore that belief logic can play an important role in a dialectic system. The investigation
of this forms the focus of current work.

Summary

Much work has been done concerning the use of dialogue games in human-computer
dialogue, and there is evidence of its educational effectiveness (e.g. Ravenscroft 1999). In
this paper we have briefly reviewed this work and made some proposals for means of
expanding the dialogue game model to further enrich the ensuing human-computer
dialogue. Whilst the proposals are at this stage inevitably somewhat speculative, we believe
that there is a strong case for investigating them further and that the potential benefits the
expanded model might bring to human-computer dialogue make this investigation of great
importance.
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System prompt#1 Wait

Not_in(Answerset,
Answer) Not_in(Answerset,

Answer)

System prompt#2

In(Answerset,
Answer)

In(Answerset,
Answer)

Fig. 1 Example of dialogue state transition diagram.

While conversation is not finished
If user has completed a turn
Then interpret user’s utterance
If system has obligations
Then address obligations
Else if system has turn
Then if system has intended conversation acts

Then call generator to produce NL utterances
Else if some material is ungrounded
Then address grounding situation
Else if high-level goals are unsatisfied
Then address goals
Else release turn or attempt to end conversation

Else if no-one has turn
Then take turn
Else if long pause
Then take turn

Fig.2 Dialogue manager algorithm, from Jurafsky and Martin (2000), a slightly
modified version of what is proposed in Traum and Allen (1994).
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Abstract

The emergence of the Internet and World Wide Web has made the argumentation environment and
associated systems widely developed. Many Computer Support Collaborative Argumentation (CSCA)
systems have been presented. However, most of these systems were focused on structuring discourse
with the use of simple tree graphical interface or simple logical programming. The drawback of these
approaches is that they do not allow the representation of self-reference. In this paper, we propose a
new approach of web-based collaborative argumentation system. Thus approval involves system
development from initial requirement to final implemented system. The system generates nodes and
edges, that is, the nodes are premises, claims of graphs. Edges represent the relations between nodes.
The aims of the system are to (1) use graphical representation to help students in their argumentation
transitions, (2) apply new argumentation approach to improve students’ argumentation skills, (3)
provide intelligent assistance within students’ argumentation processes. Furthermore, the system
provides intelligent coach advice to suggest and reflect students’ arguments. The pedagogical aims of
this approach are to increase students learning and their argumentation skills.

Keywords: Computer Support Collaborative Argumentation, Intelligent argumentation system,
Automatic Facilitator, Web-based

1. Introduction
Computer-mediated communication (CMC) signifies the ways to merge computer networks and
telecommunication technologies. CMC provides features for users to transfer, store, exchange, and
retrieve information through computer systems. CMC also provides a good environment for
collaboration work; students can interactive with other students or students-tutors by asynchronous
mode such as email, or synchronous mode such as real time chatting system. Behind the Virtual
Learning Environments (VLE’s) we have to consider that can these environments support real learning.
There are a number of well established mechanisms for electronic communication such as the Web,
local news groups, bulletin boards, mail lists and email but these generic media have drawbacks when
used for education. The problems encountered by these systems fail to account for individual needs for
feedback, interaction and participation, tracking and progression, motivating and direction. Indeed,
much attention has focused to integrate the networks and provide accessible materials to students, but
less attention has been given to examine the interactions and learning processes between students and
VLE’s [20]. Ravenscroft [20] and his colleagues argued that now is the time to examine student-tutor-
system interactions in information-rich virtual environments. We would argue that a VLEs for learning
argumentation skills should provide examples which enable a student to select a warrant, and a premise
to support or attack any given claim.

The challenge of education in the 21st century is to teach the next generation how to learn
collaboratively and how to articulate their arguments in order to share their knowledge to solve the
problem. Brown, Collin and Duguid [8] argue that learning involves placing experience, thought, or
phenomenon in context. They also emphasize the importance of implicit knowledge in developing
understanding rather than acquiring formal concepts. Computers being used as tools to support
collaboration in higher education have increased dramatically in recent years. Computer networks
development and telecommunication technologies are providing many features to support different
forms of teaching and learning in all disciplines. Computer Supported Collaborative Argumentation
(CSCA) is a new trend for students to exchange learning experience and knowledge sharing. In many
contexts, argumentation is an essential element for effective learning. It brings students to develop their
point of view and refine their knowledge. In effective collaborative argumentation, students share a
focus on the same issues, and learn to negotiate with conflicting opinions, until they accept or share an



answer, or a solution. [34]. There are many researches [16,11,4,26,15,3] which have also asserted that
“learning is particularly effective when collaborating students encounter conflicts, engage into
argumentation and manage through negotiation to produce a shared solution.” Several researches
[19,25,31,33] indicated that tutor can increase students’ reasoning, self-explanation and reflection
abilities by not answering students’ questions, but instead, by the tutor critiquing the students
incomplete explanations and inconsistencies entailed by explanations. The purpose of this article is to
report the design of our web-based collaborative argumentation system, AF, which provides graphical
representation and which enables students to keep track of main points and complex argument
transitions, thus enabling students’ learning motivation. Further, the system also provides coach advice
based on the knowledge of a particular domain to help students issue their arguments. Although this is
not the subject of the present paper, we intend to use this system to discover to what extend a VLEs can
increase learning and argument skills. Following brief introduction, the role of tutor in computer
supported collaborative argumentation, section 2 overviews existing systems relating to the CSCA
field. Section 3 presents the initial design model of the system, and section four illustrates the
argumentation example and features provides by the system. General conclusions and future work for
further improvement of the system is presented in final section.

2. Overview of Existing Systems
This section brief overviews existing systems and discusses the potentials and drawbacks of these
systems (Table 1). User requirements were users self-elected by the authors during their use of existing

Table 1 Overview of Existing systems
Systems Potentials Drawback
ArgueTrack [7] Supports a pair of students’ argumentation

process by supporting information from various
sources, providing means of structure
interaction between students, and giving visual
feedback in the form of argument structure
diagrams, which are automatically extracted
from students discussion.

Since the argument have to start
with sentence opener. Thus, have
some limitations for students to
issue their arguments.

Dialogue games
[17]

Participants are assigned to conflicting
viewpoints, according to a set of rule; they
attack and defend against to each other.

Makes the successful strategy in
Dialogue games maybe not perform
successfully in real discussion
process.

BetterBlether &
some sentences
opener systems
[14] [23] [29]

Applied sentence opener based approach, tried
to assess people’s use of the different of
collaborative skills, such as communication,
trust, leadership, and creative conflict.

Students have content limitations in
their arguments

OLIA
Devil’s Advocate
[22]

Exploring argument structures-propositions
linked together by rhetorical relation, computer
tried to attack every statement of the students.

Mostly defends its own viewpoint
but not attack the student’s opinions

Belvedere
[32]

Supports students draw their own argument
structure to express their understanding, but
students had problems to input their whole ideas
into the diagram.

Students had problems to input their
whole ideas into the diagram

CRITTER [13] &
OPTIMIST [9]

Asks for the user’s solution and compares to its
model. Allow users to compare, summarize and
criticize arguments.

Must be in narrow knowledge
domain

gIBIS [10] and
rIBIS [21]

Provide the feature to record the process of
argumentation.

It constrains users to make only
sensible navigational choice

CATO [1] Provides “three-ply” argument designs, which
are citation, response and rebuttal and a set of
argument moves.

Students have difficulty to familiar
with graphic interface



systems. Most of the recent research in argumentation is focused on the computer support
argumentation process. Few researches working on analysis dialogue and the role of the discussion
partner in challenging students’ thinking [35]. Previous systems always applied two representations:
simple graphs or tree, and second, simple logic programming [27]. The drawback of these two
approaches is they do not allow representing self-reference, and therefore are inadequate for
argumentation representation [27]. Furthermore, the general intention of these researches was only to
help students analyze the relationships between the components of argument, but they do not emphasis
on improving students’ argumentation skills and increasing students’ learning.

3. Initial Design Model of Automatic Facilitator (AF)
3.1 System approach

Automatic facilitator (AF) is a general model combining rhetorical, nonrhetorical, value transferring,
and emotional ways of arguing [27]. By using recursive graph data structure to represent the current
state of debate, we can eliminate the drawback of prior computer-based argumentation systems. That is,
the nodes are premises, claims or graphs. Edges represent the relationship between nodes, which can be
“supports” or “attacks”. The strength of edges depends on the warrants.

             

Premise
(Ground)

Claim

Warrant RebuttalBacking

The evening sky
is red

It will be
fine weather
tomorrow

Statistical data
& Sailors'
experience

If evening sky is
red then tomorrow
will be fine weather

The sky is red
and weather is bad

    Figure 1 Toulmin’s Argument Model

Graphs are collections of nodes and edges. Thus arguments are able to refer back to themselves or part
of themselves. The model uses Toulmin’s schema of argumentation, including a number of elements:
warrants, claims, premises, backing and rebuttal. Each element has its own function; a claim is the
point an argument trying to make; a premise (ground) is the proof or evident an argue offers; a warrant,
is a linking function by establishing a mental connection between the grounds and the claim; a backing,
to provide authority for a warrant; and a rebuttal, which may negate a warrant in defined circumstances
[5].  The relation and an example between these elements are shown in Figure 1.There is a self-
referentiality situation in Figure 1 example, that means the arguments are able to refer to themselves or
part of themselves [27].

The sky is
red and
weather is
 bad.

Weather
fine

Attack (W2)

Only when
evenging sky
is red

Support
(W1)

Figure 2 Example of self-referentiality

In the above example, the argument is “The evening sky is red and so tomorrow it will be fine



weather.” The premise is “The evening sky is red”, and the warrant is “If the evening sky is red then
tomorrow it will be fine weather” this warrant is called warrant one (W1); and the claim is “It will be
fine tomorrow.” In this system model, the last claim can be the premise for the next warrant. Thus,
warrant two (W2) in this case becomes “If morning sky red and weather is bad” then attack warrant
one (Figure 2). The recognition of the problem of recursive argumentation is not completely new [24].
Berman and Hafner [6] also stated “ Logic does not allow explicit statements to be made about its own
rules.”  Their attempt is to assert that the problem of self-referentiality indicates the classical first-order
predicate calculus is unsuitable for representing legislation [27].

3.2 Architecture of Automatic Facilitator (AF)
Argumentations as conflictual interchanges are thought to be ‘one of the best vehicles for producing
learning, conceptual change and switching argumentative stances’ [30].  The process of an effective
argument involves [5]: (1) access to information relevant to the proposition being asserted; (2) selection
of the right information to support the proposition; (3) ability to organize the data thus assembled into a
coherent form.

The Automatic Facilitator (AF) system provides a computer-based environment under a different
argument representation approach. The system attempts to use graphical representation and an
intelligent coach advice feature to facilitate students sufficient information within their argumentation
process. The architecture of automatic facilitator is shown in Figure 3.

Web
Brow ser

Interface Manager

Graph Manager

Connection Manager

Coach Manager

Know ledge
database

Clients

Web
Server

HTTP

Dialogue
Manager

 Control
 Manager

AF Kernel

Figure 3. Architecture of Automatic Facilitator

The system extends the Web architecture through an additional client/server-system using its own
protocol. The design comprises several modules; they are Interface Manager, AF Kernel, Coach
Manager, Graph manager, Knowledge Database and Connection Manager. Knowledge Database
comprises a list of rules. They comprise rhetorical warrants (fairness, reciprocity, deterrence, etc.), non-
rhetorical warrants (deduction, abduction, etc.). In addition, a list of established precedence relations
between warrants and premises are included in a knowledge database. The system administrator can
add, delete, or update the lists in Knowledge Database, or system can automatically adds warrants, or
the relations between warrants and premises into Knowledge Database as long as they are proved
useful. The Interface Manager receives requests and arguments from client; it then passes these
arguments and requests to AF Kernel. Interface Manager contains a set of classes and methods that
manipulate several object model (users, location and sessions). AF Kernel is the core of the system, it
comprises a Dialogue Manager to define the current focus, scope, and node or edge; moreover, it also
analyzes the elements of arguments and it is responsible for maintenance of a history of the argument.
Control Management checks whether the submitted warrants match the premises and decides the input
or output from the Knowledge Database. The Graph Manager uses the matches to decide on premise-
claim chains, decides on a strategy of argument presentation. A Coach Manager performs the role of



providing argumentation strategies and suitable methods with associate context information to students.
Connection Manager responsible for connection state between server and clients. The framework we
have described, however, offers a great degree of interactive between students to system, and students
to students. The AF system takes the role of an intelligent facilitator, it identifier and suggests suitable
data to be used to support the arguments; it provides classified warrants and candidate information,
leaving the students to decide and explore the rest of arguments.

4. An Example run of Prototype System
This section illustrates how students use AF to process their arguments. In the following example, the
first student begins by making a claim, a supported warrant, and a premise of his claim. The second
student then presents his claim to attack the claim which issued from the first student. The claim
always comes with a suitable warrant and premise; it either attacks or supports a previous claim.

1. A: It will rain.

2. A: It’s cloudy

3. B: I can see sunshine.

4. A: It will get worse soon.

5. B: It will be cloudy but dry.

Figure 4.  The debate text

Move Claim Warrant Premise
[0] It will rain. Experience Its cloudy
[1] supports [0] Its cloudy If cloudy then might be rain. Fact
[2] attacks [1] I can see sunshine. Incompatibility. If sunshine

then attack cloudy.
Fact

[3] supports [1] It will get worse
soon.

Principle. If claim includes
‘Might something bad’ and if
‘Get worse’ then support

Fact

[1] supports [4] It will be cloudy
but dry.

Mutual  Support. If two claims
not incompatible and if they
contain common element then
any one claim can support the
other.

[1]

[4] attacks [0] It will be cloudy
but dry.

Incompatibility. If premise
contains dry and claim
contains rain then attack

Figure 5. The debate, system transitions (Claims, Warrants and Premises)

Graphs are collections of nodes and edges. In order to decide on winning or losing of a contested claim,
we suggest in this model is to evaluate the strength of arguments; which is supporting claims add to the
strength, attacking claims detract from strength. The interactive graphical representation is shown in
Figure 6 and Figure 7. Initially a scenario is written and coded into the system as a set of warrants,
claims and premises. It is then the responsibility of the student to select appropriately from among
these elements. In Figure 6 there are two nodes issued at this moment. Students can select their claim,
warrant and premise from the list box. In Figure 7, there are three nodes issued by student A, they are
node 0,1,3 and node 2 and 4 were issued by student B. The relations between two nodes are denoted by
a solid line with arrowhead for supporting and a dashed line with an arrowhead attacking respectively.
The left text area shows the records of the argument process, students can scroll up and down to refer
the moves of arguments. In addition, students can check the contents of node by click on the node. In
Figure 7, we can see the contents of node 4 are shown on the screen. The nodes and edges are
automatically generated by AF system. The AF system provides classified warrants; students then
select suitable warrant category for example, Experience, Fact, Principle, Incompatibility, Mutual
Support etc., and add more explanations to reinforce their arguments.  A Coach advice feature provides
students with on line helps and suggests suitable warrant by examples. When students submit their
argument, the system evaluates the elements of that argument, if the argument established is successful,
the system feeds back the result on the screen with node and edge, otherwise, suggestions will be
presented. The goal of this intelligent facilitator is to stimulate students critical thinking with graphical



representation, so students can easily understand their current position and clearly trace back their
argument process.

              Figure 6. The beginning of Graphical Representation of Arguments Process of Example

Figure 7. The result of Graphical Representation of Argumentation Process of Example1

5. Conclusion
This paper reported a new approach of arguments representation and a prototype of an intelligent
facilitator. The approach proposes a recursive data structure which enables arguments to be linked by
edges. An argument comprises three elements, claim, warrant and premise. Claim-warrant-premise sets
can be chained that means previous can becomes current premise, thus enabling planning. The winner
or loser of claims becomes the winner or loser the whole debate, depending on how many supporting
claims they have won and how few attacking claims their opponents have won. The goals of the system
are to use graphical representation and to structure the approach to increasing students’ learning
motivation, and by use of an intelligent facilitator to improve students’ argumentation skills.
Furthermore, tutors can monitor the transitions of arguments. The system is implemented on a Web-



based platform that allows students to access and communicate without time or spatial limitation. The
weak point of the system is the system only provides suggested of warrants, and students add their
explanations, and so it can lead to slow and ineffective argumentation. However, this is the first stage
of the system, we still need more validity tests and experimental work to find important parameters for
future work, such as the relative weight of the strength dimensions, how to analyze the arguments still
within associated content, and how to preserve strong warrants and improve weak warrants.
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Abstract

As multi-agentsystemsproliferateandemploy different
andmoresophisticatedformal logics, it is increasingly
likely thatagentswill bereasoningwith differentrules
of inference.Hence,an agentseekingto convincean-
otherof somepropositionmayfirst haveto convincethe
latterto usea rule of inferencewhich it hasnot thusfar
adopted. We definea formalism to representdegrees
of acceptabilityor validity of rulesof inference,to en-
ableautonomousagentsto undertakedialogueconcern-
ing inferencerules. Evenwhenthey disagreeover the
acceptabilityof arule, two agentsmaystill usethepro-
posedformalismto reasoncollaboratively.

1 Introduction

In 1895,thelogicianCharlesDodgson(akaLewis Car-
roll) famouslyimagineda dialoguebetweenAchilles
anda tortoise,in which the applicationof ModusPo-
nens(MP) was contestedas a valid rule of inference
[4]. Givenarbitrarypropositions� and � , andthetwo
premises� and � �����	� , onecanonly conclude�
from thesepremisesif oneacceptsthatModusPonens
is a valid rule of inference. This the tortoiserefuses
to do, much to the exasperationof Achilles. Instead,
the tortoiseinsiststhat a new premisebe addedto the
argument,namely: � ��
�� ����	� ����� . When
Achilles doesthis, the tortoisestill refusesto accept� asthe conclusion,insistingon yet anotherpremise:� ��
�� �����	��
�� � ��
�� �����	� �����	� ����� . The
tortoisecontinuesin this vein,ad infinitum.

Eightyyearslater, philosopherSusanHaack[9] took
up thequestionof how onejustifiestheuseof MP asa
deductiverule of inference.If onedoessoby meansof
examplesof its valid application,thenthis is in essence
a form of induction,which (assheremarks)seemstoo
weakameansof justificationfor aruleof deduction.If,
on theotherhand,oneusesa deductivemeansof justi-
fication,suchasdemonstratingthepreservationof truth
acrossthe inferencestepin a truth-table,onerisks us-
ing theveryrulebeingjustified.Sohow canoneperson
convinceanotherof the validity of a rule of deductive
inference?

That rulesof inferencemay be the subjectof fierce
argumentis shown by thedebateoverConstructivismin
puremathematicsin thetwentiethcentury[21]: herethe
rule of inferencebeingcontestedwasdoublenegation
eliminationin a ReductioAdAbsurdum(RAA)proof:

FROM � �������	� and � ���������	�
INFER �����
FROM �����
INFER �
Althoughthechoiceof inferencerulesin purely for-

mal mathematicsmaybearbitrary,1 thequestionof ac-
ceptabilityof rules of inferenceis importantfor Arti-
ficial Intelligencefor a numberof reasons.Firstly, it
is relevant to modelingscientificreasoning.Construc-
tivism, for example,hasbeenproposedasa formalism
for modernphysics[3], ashaveother, non-standardlog-
ics. In thepropositionalcalculusproposedfor quantum
mechanicsby Birkhoff andvon Neumann[2], for ex-
ample,thedistributive lawsdid not hold:

1Goguen[8], for example,arguesthatstandardsof mathematical
proofaresociallyconstructed.
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Indeed,it is possibleto view scientificdebatesover al-
ternative causaltheoriesasconcernedwith thevalidity
of particularmodesof inference,aswehaveshownwith
regardto claimsof carcinogenicityof chemicalsbased
onanimalevidence[13]. Intelligentsystemswhichseek
to formally modelsuchdomainswill needto represent
thesearguments[14].

Secondly, it is not obvious that one logical formal-
ism is appropriatefor all humanreasoning,a subject
of much past debatein philosophy (e.g. see [10]).
A many-valued logic proposedfor quantumphysics,
for instance,hasalsobeensuggestedto describereli-
giousreasoningin AzandeandNuer societies,reason-
ing whichappearedto contraveneMP [5]. Indeed,some
anthropologistshave arguedthatformal humanreason-
ing processesare culturally-dependentand hencedif-
ferent acrosscultures[18]. To the extent that this is
thecase,systemsof autonomoussoftwareagentsacting
on behalf of humanswill needto reflect the diversity
of formal processesusedby humans.Thus, it is pos-
sible that interactingagentsmay be using logics with
differentrulesof inference,as is possiblein the agent
negotiationsystemof [15]. If oneagentseeksto con-
vince anotherof a particularpropositionthenthat first
agentmayhave to demonstratethevalidity of a rule of
inferenceusedto prove the proposition.Our objective
in this work is to developa formalismin which sucha
debatebetweenagentscouldbeconducted.

2 Arguments over rules of infer-
ence

We begin by notingthata dialoguebetweentwo agents
in which oneonly asserts,andtheotheronly denies,a
ruleof inferencewill notlikely leadveryfar. A dialogue
betweenagentsconcerningaruleof inferencewill need
to expressmorethansimply their respective positions
if eitheragentis to bepersuadedto changeits position.
Whatmoremaybeexpressed?

Supposewe have two agents,denotedA andB, and
thatA seeksto convinceB of a proposition* . For ex-
ample, this may be a joint intention which A desires
bothagentsto adopt.B asksfor a proof of * . Suppose
thatA providesaproofwhichcommencesfrom axioms
whichareall acceptedby B. Assume,however, thatthis
proof usesa rule of inference+ which B saysits logic

doesnot include.For example,+ maybetheuseof the
contrapositive or RAA. Therearethreewaysin which
thedialoguebetweenA andB couldthenproceed.

First, A couldattemptto demonstratethat + canbe
derivedfrom therulesof inferencewhicharecontained
in B’s logic. Similarly, A couldattemptto demonstrate
that + is admissiblein B’s logic [20], i.e. that + is
an elementof that setof inferencerules underwhich
the theoremsof B’s logic remainunchanged.2 In ei-
ther of thesetwo cases,it would then be rational for
B to accept* , being a propositionwhoseproof com-
mencesfrom agreedassumptionsandwhichusesinfer-
encerulesequivalent(in thesenseof derivability or ad-
missibility) to thoseB hasadopted.In sucha case,the
differenceof opinion is resolved, to the satisfactionof
bothagents.

Supposethen that A is unableto prove that + is
derivablefrom or admissiblein B’s logic. The second
approachwhichA maypursueis to attemptto givenon-
deductive reasonsfor B to adopt + . Examplesof such
reasonscouldinclude:scientificevidencefor thecausal
mechanismpossiblyrepresentedby + , wherethe rea-
soningis in ascientificdomain;instancesof itsvalid ap-
plication(e.g.theuseof precedentsin legalarguments);
the(possiblynon-deductive)positive consequencesfor
B of adopting+ (e.g. that doing so will improve the
welfareof B, of A and/orof third parties);the (possi-
bly non-deductive)negative consequencesfor B of not
adopting+ (e.g. thatnot doingsowill be to thedetri-
mentof B, of A and/orof third parties);or empirical
evidencewhich would impactthechoiceof aparticular
logic.3 The precisenatureof suchargumentswill de-
penduponthe domainrepresentedby the multi-agent
system,andthenatureof theproposition* . Moreover,
for A to successfullyconvinceB usingsucharguments,
B would requiresomeformalmeansof assessingthem,
perhapsusinga logic of valuesasoutlinedin [7]. Al-
though currently being explored, theseideasare not
pursuedfurtherhere.

Suppose,however, that A exhaustsall such argu-
ments,and still fails to convince B to adopteither +
or * . Then,a third approachwhich A could pursueis
to representB’s misgivingsover theuseof + in anap-
propriateformalism and usethis to seekcompromise

2Note that , could be admissiblein B’s logic yet not derivable
from theaxiomsandinferencerulesof that logic. All derivablerules
areadmissible,however [20].

3Theory changein logic on the basisof empirical evidencehas
beenmuchdiscussedin philosophy, typically in a context of holist
epistemology[17].
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betweenthe two of them. We term sucha formalism
an AcceptabilityFormalism(AF) andseeit asakin to
formalismsfor representinguncertaintyregardingthe
truth of propositions. Note that while B’s misgivings
concerningrule - mayarisefrom uncertaintyasto its
validity, they neednot: B maybequitecertainin reject-
ing therule.

What would be an appropriateformalismfor repre-
sentingdegreesof acceptabilityof a rule of inference?
At thispoint,A hasadopted- andB hasnot,sothat,in
effect,A (or, strictly, A’s designer)hasdecidedthatthe
rule is anacceptablerule andB hasnot sodecided.In
otherwords,A hasassigned- the labelAcceptableto- , andB hasnot assignedthis label. Thus,a very sim-
ple representationof their viewsof - would beassign-
ing labelsfrom thequalitativedictionary: . Acceptable,
Unacceptable/ or from thedictionary . Acceptable, No
opinion,Unacceptable/ . Suchsimpledictionariesleave
little roomfor compromise;soit behoovesA to request
B to assignalabelfromamoregranulardictionary, such
asthefive-elementset:. Always acceptable, Mostly acceptablebut some-
times unacceptable, Acceptableand unacceptableto
the sameextent,Sometimesacceptablebut mostlyun-
acceptable, Alwaysunacceptable/ .
WereB to assignany but thefinal label,Alwaysunac-
ceptable, thenA hastheopportunityto demonstrateto
B that the currentuseof - in the proof of 0 is an ac-
ceptableapplicationof therule, andthusachieve some
form of compromisebetweenthetwo.

To formalizethis third approachwethereforeassume
that A andB agreea dictionary 1 of labelsto be as-
signedto rulesof inference. The elementsof suchan
AF dictionary could be linguistic qualifiers,as in the
examplesabove,but they neednot be. For example,1
may be the set of integersbetween1 and100 (inclu-
sive), wherelarger numbersrepresentgreaterrelative
acceptabilityof the rule. It is possibleto view stan-
dardstatisticalhypothesis-testingprocedures,Neyman-
Pearsontheory[6], in this way. Here,for a proposition0 concerningunknown parameters,the inferencerule
is:

FROM 0 is trueof a sample
INFER 0 is true of the populationfrom which that

samplearises.
Underassumptionsregardingthe mannerin which the
samplewasobtainedfrom the population(e.g. that it
wasrandomlyselected)andassumptionsregardingthe
distribution of theparametersof interestin thepopula-
tion, Neyman-Pearsontheoryestimatesanupperbound

for the probability that theapplicationof the inference
rule is invalid. Thus,we cannotsaythattheapplication
of the inferencerule is valid in any onecase,but we
cansaythat,if appliedto repeatedsamplesdrawn from
thesamepopulation,it will beinvalidly applied(say)at
most5% of thetime. Thus,thecalculationof 2 -values
for statisticalhypothesistests,which is commonprac-
tice in the biological andmedicalsciences[19], effec-
tively associateseachinferencewith a value from the
set . 2#3 2#4(5 6 7 8 9 / . Thelabel“ 8 6 6 5 8�: 2;9 < ” is thusa
measureof confidencein the validity of applicationof
theinferencerule.4

Oncethetwo agentshaveagreedto adoptsuchadic-
tionary, thelabelscouldthenbeappliedto multiplecon-
testedrulesof inference,andusedin successiveproofs.
To do this will requirea calculusfor combininglabels
for different rules,and for propagatinglabelsthrough
chainsof reasoning,which is the subjectof the next
Section.

3 Terrapin Logic TL

3.1 Formalization

Wenow presentaformaldescriptionof thelogic,which
we call TL (for “TerrapinLogic”, from theAlgonquian
for tortoise),to enablereasoningaboutacceptabilityla-
belsfor rulesof inference.Our formalizationis similar
to thatfor theLogic of ArgumentationLA presentedin
[7], itself influencedby labelleddeductivesystemsand
earlierformalizationsof argumentation.

We startwith a setof atomicpropositionsincluding=
and > , theever trueandever falsepropositions.We

assumethissetof well-formedformulae(wff s), labeled?
, is closedundertheconnectives. @�7 A)7 B�7 C�/ . ? may

thenbeusedto createadatabaseD whoseelementsare
4-tuples, 5 0�3�EF3�G�3�HI 9 , in which 0 is a wff, EKJ5 0 L 7 0 M 7 N N N 7 0 O P�M 9 is anorderedsequenceof wff s,withQ�R 8 , andwhere G�JS5 T�M 7 TVU 7 N N N 7 TVO 9 is anordered
sequenceof inferencerules,suchthat:0 L�T�M#0 M(TVU�0 U N N N�0 O P�M�T;O�0 .
In otherwords,eachelement0 WX4 E is derivedfromthe
precedingelement0 W P�M asaresultof theapplicationof
thek-th rule of inference,T;W 7�5 Y'J�8 7 N N N 7 Q :�8 9 . The
rules of inferencein any suchsequencemay be non-
distinct. The element HI JF5 I M 7 I U 7 N N N 7 I O 9 is an or-
deredsequenceof elementsfrom aDictionary 1 , being
anassignmentof AF labelsto thesequenceof inference

4This interpretationis akin to Pollock’s statisticalsyllogism[16].
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rules Z . We alsopermit wff s []\�^ to be elementsof_
, by includingtuplesof theform ` [�a bca bca b d , where

eachb indicatesa null term. Note that the assignment
of AF labelsmaybe context-dependent,i.e. the e f as-
signedto g;f mayalsodependon h f i�j . This is thecase
for statisticalinference,wherethe k -valuedependson
characteristicsof the samplefrom which the inference
is made,suchasits size.

With this formal system,we cantake a database
_

andusetheconsequencerelation g;l;m�n definedin Fig-
ure 1 to build argumentsfor propositionsof interest.
This consequencerelation is definedin termsof rules
for building new argumentsfrom old. The rules are
written in a style similar to standardGentzenproof
rules,with the antecedentsof the rule above the hori-
zontal line andthe consequentbelow. In Figure1, we
usethenotationo p'q to referto thatorderedsequence
createdfrom appendingtheelementsof sequenceq af-
ter theelementsof sequenceo , eachin their respective
order. Therulesare:

r The rule Ax saysthat if the tuple ` h�a]oFa�ZFase d is in the database,then it is possibleto build
the argument ` h�a�ota�Zta se d from the database.
Therule thusallowstheconstructionof arguments
from databaseitems.

r The rule u -I saysthat if the arguments̀ h�a�oKaZKa se d and ` v�a�q�a�wxa sy d may be built from
thedatabase,thenanargumentfor h]u v mayalso
bebuilt. Therule thusshows how to introducear-
gumentsaboutconjunctions;using it requiresan
inferenceof the form: h;z v�g�` h	u(v;d , which we
denotegV{ -I in Figure1. This inferenceis thenas-

signedanAF dictionaryvalueof e { -I .

r Therule u -E1 saysthatif it is possibleto build an
argumentfor hXu�v from the database,then it is
alsopossibleto build anargumentfor h . Thusthe
rule allows the eliminationof oneconjunctfrom
an argument,and its userequiresan inferenceof
the form: hXu�v�g�h . This inferenceis denoted
by g;{ -E1, andis assignedan AF valueof e { -E1.

Therule u -E2 is analogousto u -E1 but allows the
eliminationof theotherconjunct.

r Therule | -I1 allows theintroductionof adisjunc-
tion from the left disjunct. The rule | -I2 allows
theintroductionof adisjunctionfrom theright dis-
junct.

r The rule | -E allows the eliminationof a disjunc-
tion andits replacementby tuple whenthat tuple
is a TL-consequenceof eachdisjunct.

r The rule } -I allows the introductionof negation.
Therule } -E allows thederivationof ~ , theever-
falseproposition,from a contradiction. The rule}�} -E allows theeliminationof a doublenegation,
andthuspermitsthe(possiblycontested)assertion
of theLaw of theExcludedMiddle (LEM).

r Therule � -I saysthatif on addinga tuple ` h'a bcab�a�b d to a database,where h�\)^ , it is possible
to concludev , thenthereis anargumentfor h��v . Therule thusallows theintroductionof � into
arguments.

r Therule � -E saysthatfrom anargumentfor h and
anargumentfor hX��v it is possibleto build anar-
gumentfor v . Therule thusallowstheelimination
of � from argumentsandis analogousto MP in
standardpropositionallogic.

Our purposein this paperis to proposea formal syntax
and proof rules for argumentover rules of inference,
andsowe do not considersemanticissues.Interpreta-
tionsof TL wouldbedefinedwith respectto aspecified
AF dictionary or dictionary-class,and may assign �
to representa relationshipbetweenpropositionsother
thanmaterialimplication. A virtue of our initial focus
on syntacticalelementsis that,oncedefined,theproof
rulesmaybeappliedin differentsemanticcontexts. We
arecurrentlyexploring alternative semanticinterpreta-
tionsfor TL, alongwith theissueof its consistency and
completenessrelative to these.

3.2 Negotiation within TL

Giventhe formalismTL just defined,how may this be
usedby two agents,A andB, in dialogueover a con-
testedrule of inference? We assumethe agentshave
agreedacommonsetof assumptionsto whichthey both
adhere,andhaveagreeda commonAF dictionary � of
labelsto assignto inferencerules. We assumethe el-
ementsof � arepartially orderedundera relationde-
noted � . Wefurtherassumethat � containsanelemente iV� suchthat for all other e \#� , we have e iV�x��e ,
andthat the assignmentof e iV� to a rule of inference
by an agentmarksit asalways andcompletelyunac-
ceptable.
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Figure 1: The TL Consequence Relation
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We then assumethe two agentsagreeto construct
a logical language¦ which adoptsall inferencerules
in the union of their two respective sets of rules
(i.e. ¦ containsall thoseruleswhich eitheragenthas
adopted).5 We next assumethat two databases,§X¨
and §X© , of 4-tuplesare constructedfrom ¦ as out-
linedabove,with §X¨ containingagentA’sassignments
of dictionary labelsin the fourth placeof eachtuple,
while §c© containsB’sassignments.Thus,theelements
of the two databasesmaypotentiallyonly differ in the
fourth placesof the tupleseachcontains,since ¦ uses
all inferencerulesof bothagents.Onecanreadilyimag-
ine caseswheresuchdifferencesmayarise.For exam-
ple,wenotedin theprevioussectionthattheTL double
negationeliminationrule, ª�ª -E, maybeusedto assert
LEM. If oneagentdoesnot agreewith the useof this
rule in thiswaythey mayassignit anAF valueof « ¬V .
As mentioned,this assignmentcanbecontext-specific,
i.e. an agentcould assignthe value « ¬V only whenª�ª -E is usedfor certainpropositionsandnot for oth-
ers.Similarly, agentsmayassigndifferentialdictionary
valuesto the useof inferenceruleswhich arederived
from thosein Figure1, suchasthetwo distributivelaws
mentionedin Section1 in relationto Birkhoff andvon
Neumann’s logic for quantummechanics.

As in Section2,assumethereisaclaim ® whichA as-
sertsbut which B contestssinceits proof usesaninfer-
encerule which B hasnot adopted,nor which is deriv-
ablefrom, nor admissiblein, B’s logic. For simplicity,
wefirst assumethereis only onesuchrule andthatit is
deployedonly oncein A’sproofof ® . Supposethetuple
which containsA’s proof of ® is ¯ ®#°;±²°;³S°(´« ¨�µ , and
thatthecontestedruleis ¶;· , for somek. B’sassignment
of labelsto theinferencerulesusedin theproof of ® is
thefourth elementof thetuple ¯ ® ° ±S° ³�°(´« ©�µ . Since
the k-th rule is contestedby B, we shouldexpect the
k-th elementsof ´« ¨ and ´« © to differ, i.e. that « ¨·)¸¹ « ©· .

If « ©· ¹ « ¬V , thenB hasassignedthecontestedrule
a label which indicatesits useis completelyunaccept-
ableto B. Thiswould eliminateany possibilityof com-
promisebetweenthetwo agentsovertheuseof therule.
The dialoguecould proceedonly by the secondof the
two approachesoutlinedin Section2, i.e. by meansof a
discussionof theimplicationsof adoptingor not adopt-
ing the contestedrule or the proposition ® .6 Suppose

5Weassumefor simplicity thattheaxiomsof thelogicsof thetwo
agentsarenot inconsistent.

6AgentA couldseekto contesttheassignmentby B of the labelº » ¼
, anapproachwedo not pursuehere.As Heathcotehasdemon-

strated[11], to justify anassertionthattherule representedaninvalid

insteadthenthat « ©·S¸¹ « ¬V . In this circumstance,al-
thoughB’s logic doesnot include ¶;· , B maybewilling
to accept¶V· someof thetime. For instance,if thelabels
in ½ hada probabilisticinterpretation,B mayagreeto
use ¶V· a proportionof the times it is asked to do so,
analogouslywith statisticalconfidencevalues.Alterna-
tively, B may acceptthe useof contestedruleson the
basisof the label assignedto thembeingabove some
thresholdvalue; suchthresholdsmay differ according
to the identity of the requestingagent,A, for example,
with contestedrulesbeingacceptedmorereadily from
trustedagentsthanfrom others.

OurapproachsofarhasassumedthatA is seekingto
persuadeB to adoptaproposition® , andhenceaninfer-
encerule ¶V· . However, if the two agentsareengaged
in somejoint task,for instanceagreeingcommoninten-
tionsor prioritizations,bothA andB maybesimultane-
ouslyseekingto persuadeeachotherto adoptproposi-
tionsandthusinferencerules.In thesecircumstances,it
maybehoove the two agentsto agreecommonaccept-
ability labelsfor contestedinferencerules,asa means
of rankingor prioritizing propositions.How might this
bedone?Suppose,asabove,thatdatabase§c¨ contains
thetuple ¯ ®c° ±�° ³�° ´« ¨�µ , while §c© containsthetuple¯ ®#° ±²°;³S°�´« ©�µ . We canreadilyconstructa common
database§ of tuples ¯ ®�°;±²°V³S° ´« µ , wherethe labels´« aredefinedfrom ´« ¨ and ´« © by someagreedmethod.
For instance,A andB mayagreeto defineeachelement« ¾ of ´« by « ¾ ¹�¿ À Á�Â « ¨¾�Ã « ©¾�Ä .

It would also be straightforward to define a func-
tion which mapsa sequence ´« to a single value « Å ,
to provide some form of summaryassessmentof a
chainof inferences.For instance,the mapping « Å ¹¿'À Á ¾ Æ�Ç È É É É È Ê Â « ¾ Ä would beequivalentin this context to
sayingthat “A chain is only as strong as its weakest
link.” If AF dictionary valueswere real numbersbe-
tween0 and 1 (e.g. statisticalË -values),then an ap-
propriatemappingmay be « Å ¹FÌXÍ�Î Ê¾ Æ�Ç ¯ ÌcÍ « ¾ µ .
With suchamappingagreed,thetwo agentscouldthen
readily define a rank order of propositions. For in-
stance,if the weakest-link mapping « Å ¹K¿'À Á ¾ Â « ¾ Ä
wasused,and § containsthe tuples ¯ ®�°�±�°�³�° ´« µ
and ¯ Ï#° Ð�° Ñ�° ´Ò µ , thenwecoulddefine® to beranked
higherthan Ï whenever ¿'À ÁVÓ Â Ò Ó Ä Ô ¿'À Á ¾ Â « ¾ Ä . This
may be of value if the propositionsrepresent,for ex-
ample,alternative joint intentions,or competingallo-
cationsof resources.Recentwork in AI hasexplored

form of argumentB mayultimatelyrequiresomeform of abduction,
which thusprovidesthepossibilityof continuingcontestationby A.
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methodsfor combiningpreferencesof differentagents
in argumentationsystems[1].

Note alsothat the AF labelsandthe summarymap-
ping Õ Ö couldbeusedto definean uncertaintyformal-
ism value for the proposition × at the conclusionof
thechainof inference.Again, statisticalinferencepro-
videsanexample:consequentstatements(aboutpopu-
lation parameters)areassignedlabelsTRUE or FALSE
in astatisticalinferenceaccordingto therelativesizeof
the sampleØ -valuecomparedto somepre-determined
thresholdvalue, typically 0.05. Such an assignment
of uncertaintyvaluesto propositionswouldprovidean-
otherway for thetwo agentsto jointly prioritizepropo-
sitions. If the two agentsdo agreeto usea common
databaseÙ constructedasdescribedhere,thentheTer-
rapinLogic providesameansfor themto doso.This is
becausetheTL ConsequenceRelationrulesof Figure1
area calculusfor propagationandmanipulationof the
4-tupleelementsof Ù .

4 Conclusion

We havepresenteda formalismin which degreesof ac-
ceptabilityof rulesof inferencecanbe represented,so
thattwo agentsmayundertakedialogueandnegotiation
overcontestedrules.Theformalismalsopermitsagents
in disagreementto collaborateon joint tasks. Our ap-
proachis relatedto certainideasof defeasiblereason-
ing, suchasPollock’s notionof undercuttingof defea-
sible rules [16], and we are currently exploring these
connections.

Our initial formalization has assumedthat both
agentsestablisha commonsetof assumptions,whose
truthneitherquestions.An obviousextensionis to com-
bine the AF with an uncertaintyformalismexpressing
degreesof belief in theseassumptions.Anotherareaof
explorationis to extendtheTL formalismto permitex-
pressionby agentsof their argumentsfor and against
particular inferencerules. Such a logic of argumen-
tation [7, 12] would enablethe two agentsto express
their reasonsfor their assignmentof acceptabilityla-
bels,which TL doesnot permit, and thusprovide op-
portunityfor richernegotiationbetweenthetwo agents.
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Abstract. The paper proposes a conceptual frame-
work for modeling scenarios of computational dialectics
and shows how such issues as distributed dialogs, rules
of order or argumentation structure can be put into
context. The emphasis is on presenting a bird’s eye
view of computational dialectics applying three per-
spectives. The function perspective results in generic
models of dialectical scenarios that differ with respect
to distribution and mediation. The procedure perspec-
tive is only addressed by identifying its location in the
framework. The content perspective reflects content-
related aspects which refer to the intended result of a
dialog and the argumentation leading to it.

1 Introduction

Following Walton, we adopt the concept of a dialog as a
goal-directed conventional framework in which two or
more participants or parties or “speech partners rea-
son together in an orderly way, according to the rules
of politeness or normal expectations of cooperative ar-
gumentation for the type of exchange they are engaged
in.” [Wa98] In this definition, cooperative argumenta-
tion includes both the collaborative and the adversarial
or contentious aspects of argumentation.

We view a dialog as a socio-technical system where the
persons (and artificial agents) act in a dialectical way.
Such a view enables us to identify various components
and objects which make up a dialog and also to discuss
structural variants of dialogs (direct or mediated dia-
log, sequential face-to-face dialog or concurrent dialog
between remote participants). Our approach to model-
ing the world of dialogs is based on several conceptual
and methodological results achieved in the context of
organization modeling such as systems thinking, office
perspectives and Petri net models of information sys-
tems (see e.g. [Ch81, Sch88, HeuRi92, HeuPeRi93]).

In Sections 2 and 3 we outline a common gross archi-
tecture of dialogs from a function perspective [Sch88].
In Section 4 we consider two objects of this architecture
and propose an approach to modeling argumentation
structures. This is done with a fictional discussion as
an example of viewing a dialog from a procedure per-

∗Supported in part by EU project Sol-Eu-Net, no. IST-11495.

spective and a content perspective. Section 5 presents
some conclusions and issues of future research.

2 Dialectical scenarios from a function
perspective

The viewpoint of the function perspective is that of
an observer who tries to identify the functional units
which make up the scenario of a dialog between sev-
eral participants. We consider dialogs where partici-
pants exchange their contributions without assistance
by a mediator as well as dialogs where a mediator is
involved.

A mediator , in our context, is a person in charge of
organizing and structuring a dialog in two ways. The
mediator is expected (i) to ensure compliance with the
rules of order (e.g., as a chairperson) and (ii) to incre-
mentally construct the web of arguments, facts, issues,
positions etc. that come out of the dialog.

In addition, the mediator can have the task to design
and update a representation (text, diagram, video, . . . )
that shows to which extent the intended result of the
dialog has been achieved so far, if that result is it-
self a complex object. In this role, the mediator is a
“recorder” of intermediate results of the discussion.

In a dialectical scenario we see several sequences of in-
termediate states. Generally, we shall use the term
stage to denote a particular state together with the
connected sequence of previous states within the dia-
log. Connected means that one state comes out of the
preceding state.

The current situation of the dialog as a whole along
with the history of the dialog that led to this situation
will be referred to as the stage of dialog or dialecti-
cal context . The internal state of a participant is not
considered a part of the dialectical context although it
varies with time and has the most effect on the partic-
ipant’s behavior.

A stage of dialog can be viewed from a number of
viewpoints. Aiming at conceptual models of dialectical
settings, we shall focus attention on two perspectives:
procedure perspective and content perspective.
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Figure 1: Principal functional units of a participant model

• The procedure perspective results in a view that
stresses the formal proceeding of a dialog accord-
ing to agreed-upon rules of order leaving aside the
content of the dialog. Such a view is expressed in
terms of moves, turn taking, call to order, seconding
a proposal, etc. The rules of order (procedural rules)
usually depend on the type of dialog (see [Wa98]). —
The procedure stage of a dialog is the current state
of the formal process plus its history, recorded in the
memories of the involved persons and, sometimes, in
a suitable representation.

Rules of order are not dealt with in this paper. We
expect that with formal high-level Petri nets it will
be possible to model regulations and deontic con-
cepts such as permission and obligation in a way that
allows concrete (pieces of) dialogs to be classified as
complying with the rules or not. The promising as-
pect of such an approach is that it seems feasible to
extend existing work on rules of order (e.g. [Pr98])
to distributed scenarios where global system states
are no longer available.

• The content perspective results in a view that stresses
the content-related development of the dialog. We
think that two aspects should be considered sepa-
rately: the argumentation structure and the subject
matter which is being discussed or considered in the
dialog. To establish formal relationships between the
content-related process in a dialog and the underly-
ing rules of reasoning (dialectical rules) seems to be
a still more difficult problem than with the proce-
dure perspective. How the rules of reasoning depend
on the subject matter is certainly one of the ques-
tions that should be answered before we can come
to terms with compliance.

– The argumentation structure is the web of argu-
ments, facts, issues, positions etc. that came out of
the dialog. The argumentation structure usually
depends on the type of dialog (see [Wa98]). —
The current argumentation structure along with
the history of its development is called the argu-
mentation stage of the dialog.

– The subject matter can be an opinion, a course

of action, an agreement, a document, a design,
a decision, a new organization, a transition from
an existing to a desired organization, a model of
some piece of reality, a hypothesis, a predicition, a
business plan, a proposal, a position paper, a com-
muniqué, a geographic map, etc. which is intended
as the final result of the dialog. — The currently
achieved version of the subject matter along with
the history of its development is referred to as the
subject stage of the dialog.

An example of an argumentation stage will be given
in Section 4 together with the corresponding proce-
dure stage (sequence of labeled contributions).

Joining the views provided by the procedure perspec-
tive and the content perspective we get the stage of the
dialog, i.e., the dialectical context as a comprehensive
picture of the dialog from its beginning up to now.

3 System architectures in dialectical
scenarios

In this section we discuss various dialectical scenarios
from a function perspective using Petri nets with semi-
formal semantics. It is shown how stages and rules
affect participants and the mediator of a dialog and
how the dialog partners progress the dialog through
their contributions and updates. The structures pre-
sented in Sections 3.2 to 3.4 are gross architectures
rather than detailed system models.

3.1 Model of a participant

We start with modeling a single participant in terms
of generic functional units. This model will then be
adapted to various dialog architectures and used as a
pattern for components in the comprehensive models
of dialectical scenarios.

Figure 1 shows the generic model of a participant in a
dialog. The model conceptually distinguishes various
objects that together reflect and affect the course of
dialog.
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Figure 2: Non-mediated sequential dialog

The graphical symbols represent abstract functional
units which model a considered part of the real world.
A circle in the diagram represents a place. A place
models a store, channel, medium, condition etc. which
can hold information or be in a state. A small symbol
in the circle (e.g., a small square or a bullet) repre-
sents a model of the information that is present or the
state that is holding. The behavior of a participant
in a dialog manifests itself through several activities.
An activity links various places which model the situa-
tion before and after the activity was performed1. The
model of an activity, event, function, device, operation,
etc. is therefore called a link . A link is represented with
a box and the circles connected through the box (an
isolated box is not a model). A box with one of its
circles represents an arc (of the bipartite graph). Arcs
are represented with connectors (connecting lines).

The arcs in these diagrams informally model the oper-
ations performed on the objects in the places:

– updating an object (line with two arrow heads),
– putting (adding or just replacing) an object (line

with one arrow head touching a circle),
– copying and possibly removing an object (line with

one arrow head touching a box) and
– using (e.g., reading) an object without copying it (no

arrow head).

The meaning of a particular connector should become
clear from the explanation given in the text.

The places (circles) in Figure 1 hold different objects:
(1) the contribution of the participant, (2) the internal
state of the participant (not further considered), (3) the
procedural rules in place PR, (4) the content-related
dialectical rules in place CR, (5) the procedure stage in
place PS and two content-related objects in the place

1The Petri net models used in this paper do not provide a
formal specification of the possible before/after relationships.

CS : (6) the argumentation stage and (7) the subject
stage. The word rule is intended to include everything
which controls the behavior of participants of a dialog
such as rules, principles and cases.

In Figure 1, several activities of a participant are dis-
tinguished: (a) the participant produces contributions
based on the current stage of the dialog and following
his or her internal strategy, (b) the participant refers
to the procedure stage in PS (whose turn is it, which
moves are allowed, . . . ), (c) the participant refers to
the argumentation stage and the subject stage in CS
and (d) the participant permanently updates his or
her strategy by adapting the goal, analyzing the dialog
stage and deriving new expectations based on experi-
ences gained in the past. In addition, all participants
are supposed to adhere to (b) the procedural rules and
(c) the dialectical rules established in advance depend-
ing on the type of dialog.

Activities (a) to (d) are represented with the large box
in the center. There are two other boxes with a ques-
tion mark. They represent the operations of updat-
ing the stages in PS and CS , respectively. Whether
these operations are performed by the participant or
by other functional units depends on the dialog archi-
tecture (see 3.2 to 3.4).

3.2 Model of a direct face-to-face dialog

Figure 2 shows a model of a dialectical system where,
say, three participants have a face-to-face conversation
without a mediator. The circle on top of the diagram
represents some medium where a contribution to the
dialog arrives and is immediately perceived by all par-
ticipants. In this setting, it is the participants who up-
date the stages according to their personal interpreta-
tion (modeled with links CUi = content-related stages
update by participant i and PUi = procedure stage up-
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Figure 3: Mediated sequential dialog

date by participant i). Thus, the dialog stage is not
necessarily identical for all participants.

3.3 Model of a mediated face-to-face dialog

Now imagine three participants in a mediated face-to-
face dialog (e.g., in a chaired meeting). The partic-
ipants are locally present and submit their contribu-
tions (as a rule) sequentially. The contributions are
immediately perceived by the other participants and
by the mediator.

But now it is the mediator (light grey boxes) who up-
dates the procedure stage, the argumentation stage and
the subject stage. This is modeled in Figure 3. The
mediator (moderator, chairperson) thus plays a cen-
tral role in the dialog. Once the mediator has recorded
the new stage in some way (blackboard, screen, orally)
and released it “officially” (C display = to display the
content-related stages, P display = to display the pro-
cedure stage) the displayed stage of dialog becomes the
common basis for new contributions from the partici-
pants (possibly after having tried to reach agreement
about that stage).

3.4 Model of a mediated distributed dialog

With the increasing access to powerful networks, dis-
tributed dialogs become more and more usual. Par-
ticipants take part at remote locations (dialog sites)
and submit their contributions concurrently at arbi-
trary points in time referring to the latest dialog stage
available to them.

Introduction of a (human or artificial) mediator allows

the participants to form a distributed dialectical sys-
tem. Distribution means spatial and temporal distribu-
tion: participants reside at different places, contribu-
tions are not immediately perceived by all participants
and are not necessarily referring to the most recent di-
alog stage (“most recent” is not even defined in a fully
concurrent dialog).

Instead of an immediate exchange of contributions be-
tween the participants we have an ordered “submis-
sion” of dialog contributions to the mediator (in this
respect, the situation resembles that of 3.3). The me-
diator is in charge of monitoring the compliance of the
dialog with the procedural rules as well as of recording
the contributions in a way that reflects the intentions
of the participants. The result is a new argumentation
stage and possibly a new subject stage. Figure 4 mod-
els the essential components of a mediated distributed
dialog for, say, three participants.

The contributions are sequentially received by the me-
diator in arbitrary order, funneled through the queue of
contributions in which some transmission facility (TSi
= to transmit and submit contribution of participant i)
has inserted them one after the other.

The utterances of a contribution are interpreted by
the mediator, preferably in agreement with the author,
which yields semiformal pieces of the argumentation
structure to be integrated in the current argumenta-
tion stage. In general, contributions will refer to stages
slightly different from the one the mediator is just us-
ing. For once the mediator has processed the first con-
tribution a new stage has emerged which the mediator
has then to update with the next contribution although
that contribution does not necessarily fit the new stage.
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Figure 4: Mediated concurrent dialog

The mediator processes the contributions in the order
of arrival. After several updates—depending on the
mediator’s decision—the new argumentation stage will
be communicated to all participants for their future
contributions (C distribution = distribution of content-
related stages, P distribution = distribution of proce-
dure stage). Figure 4 shows that in a distributed dialog
the stage updates (generated and released by the medi-
ator) reach the participants concurrently, i.e., not nec-
essarily at the same time. This is due to independent
transmission mechanisms (TCi = to transmit content-
related stages to participant i , TPi = to transmit pro-
cedure stage to participant i) and the subsequent local
update operations CUi and PUi (note the contrast to
Figures 2 and 3).

In such a setting, a little bit of bureaucracy cannot
be avoided. Each contribution should have included
the necessary references to allow the mediator to up-
date the stages in a way that takes into account the
knowledge of the contributors when they submitted
their contributions. A contribution in a distributed
discussion should therefore include the following com-
ponents:

– id of participant plus, optionally, the role in which
the participant has sent the contribution,

– serial number of the contribution specific to the par-
ticipant,

– serial number of the referenced argumentation stage
(as assigned by the mediator on release),

– serial number of the referenced subject stage (as as-

signed by the mediator on release),
– text of the utterance (body of the contribution),
– attachments,
– references to other pieces of information.

An approach to relating contributions and argumenta-
tion stages is sketched in the following section.

4 Dialectical scenarios from a procedure
and a content perspective

The goal of computational dialectics—defined as “the
study, within Artificial Intelligence, of the theory, de-
sign and implementation of systems which mediate dis-
cussions and arguments between agents, artificial and
human” [Go95]—is to advance and support the orderly
exchange of arguments in a dialog of persons with dif-
ferent backgrounds and interests about complex sub-
jects. Where information technology is involved, rules
and dialog stages have to be modeled and represented
in a way that allows them to be stored, transmitted
and manipulated.

In this section we propose to use bipartite graphs for
modeling argumentation stages. This allows us to sep-
arate the (speech) acts of participants from the posi-
tions they entail and refer to. The graphical symbols
are those of Petri nets, but with a dialectical seman-
tics, i.e., with an interpretation that is tailored to the
modeling goal: to capture the argumentation structure
as it develops during a dialog.
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Figure 5: Argumentation stage of a dialog

As an example, let us model the sequence of argumen-
tation stages resulting from a sequence of speech acts
described in [GoKa99]. The argumentation stage il-
lustrated in Figure 5 could have resulted from the fol-
lowing discussion which is reproduced as if a media-
tor would have recorded it (the dialog is quoted from
[GoKa99], the labeling is supposed to be made by the
mediator according to the proposed scheme, dialog item
and dialog element are defined below):
(#1 ) Husband (1). Honey, we’ve been thinking about
buying a new car. Do you have something particular in
mind? (de)

(#2 ) Wife (1). Well, yes. I think we should buy a Volvo
station wagon. (de)

(#3 ) Husband (2). But, that’s such a family car. (de 1 )
Let’s buy a nice fast sports car. (de 2 ) A Porsche would be
great. (de 3 )

(#4 ) Wife (2). Isn’t a Porsche pretty expensive? (de 1 )

And besides, I think we should buy a safer car. (de 2 )
Volvos are built like a tank. (de 3 )

(#5 ) Husband (3). What makes you think Volvos are so
safe? (de)

(#6 ) Wife (3). Don’t you watch TV? (de 1 ) Haven’t you
seen the advertisements? (de 2 )

(#7 ) Husband (4). Oh, come on Honey. I read a report
in Auto Sports Today which cited some government acci-
dent statistics. (de 1 ) Do you know what? Volvos were
said to be involved in more fatal accidents than almost any
other brand. (de 2 ) I think these government statistics
are more objective than the advertisements of the manu-
facturer. (de 3 ) And besides, having a fast car is more
important to me than having a safe car. (de 4 )

(#8 ) Wife (4). Why? (de)

(#9 ) Husband (5). Look. I’ve been wanting a fast sports
car ever since I finished law school. (de 1 ) An attorney in
this town has to have a dynamic image. (de 2 )

(#10 ) Wife (5). Yes, dear. But what about Betty and
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Susan. We have to think of the safety of our kids first. (de)

(#11 ) Husband (6). I guess you’re right about that.
(de 1 ) But where does that leave us? I still think I rather
pay a few thousand dollars more for a Porsche (de 2 ) than
drive such a boring family car (de 3, de 4 ).

legend:

(#3 ) = 3rd contribution received by the mediator,
author (4) = 4th contribution of the author (participant),
utterance (de 2 ) = utterance gave rise to dialog element 2
among those resulting from this contribution (missing de-
number means “resulted in a single dialog element”)

Figure 5 models the argumentation stage no 11 (re-
sulting from contribution #11). The debate ends at
stage 11 without having achieved consensus. The dia-
gram shows the dialog items that were brought forward
so far and the dialog elements that connected them.

Dialog item is the generic term for an issue, a position,
a fact, etc. A dialog element is an atomic argumenta-
tion structure derived from an utterance. It includes
one or more dialog items and their relationships with
each other. A dialog element links dialog items. It says
that a dialog item was referred to or entered the dialog,
possibly due to other dialog items.

The author of a dialog element and a resulting dialog
item is the participant who made the contribution with
the utterance.

Dialog elements are obtained through acts of interpre-
tation performed by the mediator. The author of an
utterance will therefore not necessarily agree to the di-
alog element proposed by the mediator. In this paper,
we shall not consider such cases and assume that the
original author does agree with the mediator’s interpre-
tation. (In the worst case, the dialog can continue with
two dialog elements derived from the same utterance.)

Dialog items are modeled with annotated places (sym-
bolized with circles). Dialog elements are modeled with
annotated links. Recall that the graphical symbol for
a link is a square connected with circles.

How does (did) the net in Figure 5 evolve or, in other
words, how does (did) the mediator record the argu-
mentation structure of a dialog?

When interpreting a contribution the mediator identi-
fies one or several dialog elements de with their dialog
items and inserts them in the model of the preceding
argumentation stage. For reference purposes, names
are assigned to the links which include:

– id of participant plus, optionally, the role in which
the participant has sent the contribution,

– serial number of contribution assigned by the partic-
ipant,

– serial number of contribution assigned by the medi-
ator,

– optionally: number of dialog element derived from
the contribution, assigned by the mediator (if more
than one, see quoted dialog),

– optionally: tag that indicates that the dialog element
reflects only the interpretation of the mediator or the
author, respectively (if the author disagrees with the

mediator’s interpretation).
For example, W3-6.2(R) attached to a box says that this
dialog element resulted from W’s contribution number 3
which was contribution number 6 received by the media-
tor R who derived this dialog element from utterance 2 in
the contribution, however not in agreement with the author.
The link is uniquely identified with 6.2(R) since the first
and the second component of the name are not necessar-
ily unique. A short link name is, e.g., H3-5 which says that
the dialog element resulted from H’s contribution number 3
which was contribution number 5 received by the mediator
who derived this dialog element from the only utterance in
that contribution in agreement with the author. The link
is uniquely identified with 5.

New places will also get names:

– serial number of dialog item assigned by the media-
tor, e.g., the unique identifier of “its” dialog element,

– if necessary (more than one dialog item was created
in the same dialog element): letter that distinguishes
the dialog item among those created in the dialog
element.

For example, 6.2(R)B says that this is dialog item B among
those created in dialog element 6.2(R). In the simplest case,
e.g., 5 says that this is the only dialog item created in dialog
element 5.

As an additional place annotation, a paraphrase of the
utterance which gave rise to the dialog item seems use-
ful (see Figure 5).

Now, what about the arcs2? Strictly speaking, the ar-
row heads are redundant. They only support reading
the diagram since the flow of arguments can be rec-
ognized from the identifiers of places and links. The
arrows visualize which dialog items are more or less ex-
plicitly3 referred to in the utterance and which dialog
items result from or are affected by the utterance. In
principle, an utterance may refer to any dialog items
in the past, even to dialog elements and larger sub-
structures of the argumentation stage (not shown in
Figure 5).

A dialog element can, but need not refer to existing
dialog items. A dialog element always produces a re-
sult, even if the author wants to strengthen or weaken
a position (dialog item) he or she or somebody else
has taken at an earlier stage of the dialog. In such a
case the result is the fact that the position has been
strengthened or weakened. Consequently, a box in a
argumentation net has at least one “output circle”.

In addition to this basic semantics of arrows we suggest
to annotate the outgoing arcs of a link with some semi-
formal expressions that indicate the dialectical status
of the utterance (intention of the author) as understood
by the mediator. In Figure 5, an ad hoc arc annota-
tion with reserved verbs is shown (a minor point is
the tense of such verbs, eg., “raises” or “raised”, both
make sense). For illustration purposes, we use verbs
like raise, propose, retract, object, dislike, claim, pre-

2Recall that the meaning of the symbols in Figure 5 differs
from that described in Section 3.

3The more or less is an open point in Figure 5. Should there
be an arc from W5-10 to 4.2 instead of the label defends 4.2, and
an arc from H6-11.4 to 3.3 instead of the label insists on 3.3?
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fer, question, inform, answer, admit, defend, weaken,
strengthen, deprecate, support, insist on, prove, refute,
argue for, argue against, assert, recommend, etc.. This
should, however, not give the impression that the verbs
are proposed as elements of an elaborated system of an-
notation rules for modeling argumentation structures.
They just show how a systematic annotation—possibly
adopted from existing work—could help to capture
more semantics inherent in relationships between the
building blocks (nodes, subgraphs) of an argumenta-
tion structure.

Figure 5 is considered only a first outline of a possible
modeling technique for argumentation stages. Addi-
tional attributes (annotations) may be added to the
graphical symbols (circles, boxes, arrows) in order to
capture more aspects of the contributions to a dialog
such as the pragmatic status of a contribution (e.g., in-
tended as pro or con argument), the role of the author
at the time of submission, etc. The proposed approach
aims primarily at modeling an argumentation structure
in a way that can be used to analyze and evaluate it
during or after the dialog and possibly, in the long run,
to formalize some aspects of it for automated reasoning
mechanisms. The approach is somewhere in between
formal logic and a contextual approach as in rhetoric
and speech communication.

5 Conclusion and future work

Building models of dialectical scenarios implies to take
various viewpoints when looking at the complex struc-
ture of dialogs. A dialog is then seen in the perspective
which stems from the viewpoint. We focus on three
perspectives: the function perspective, the procedure
perspective and the content perspective.

The function perspective shows the participants, the
mediator and the channels through which they com-
municate. The procedure perspective relates procedu-
ral rules with procedure stages, which is not described
in this paper. Both perspectives can be modeled with
high-level Petri nets for systems and processes.

The content perspective stresses the two generic goals
of a dialog: to achieve a good result and to use sound
argumentation conforming to dialectical rules. On this
perspective and on the interconnection of content per-
spective and procedure perspective, further research is
necessary. The approach of using diagrams like Petri
nets for modeling argumentation stages is intended as
a first draft.

In particular, when dialogs are distributed over space
and time, support with computerized mediation sys-
tems like Zeno [GoKa99, Zeno00] first of all requires to
refine the functional models of dialogs in order to iden-
tify the functions that are inherent in human agents
and those which can be performed by artificial agents
(and may be implemented as tools).

With a view to future extensions of Zeno, questions will

be investigated such as (i) how to establish links be-
tween procedure stages, argumentation stages and sub-
ject stages, (ii) how to integrate contributions that are
generated concurrently and relate to different stages
of the dialog, which also includes the problem of (iii)
how to deal with diverging versions and later correc-
tions or modifications of earlier stages, and (iv) how
to organize and reorganize distributed dialogs of many
participants and and subdialogs on the fly and without
global coordination.
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